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Geometric Multiplicities
Arkady Berenstein Yanpeng Li
Abstract
In this paper, we introduce geometric multiplicities, which are positive varieties with potential
fibered over the Cartan subgroupH of a reductive groupG. They form a monoidal category and we
construct a monoidal functor from this category to the representations of the Langlands dual group
G∨ of G. Using this, we explicitly compute various multiplicities in G∨-modules in many ways. In
particular, we recover the formulas for tensor product multiplicities from [9] and generalize them in
several directions. In the case when our geometric multiplicityX is a monoid, i.e., the corresponding
G∨ module is an algebra, we expect that in many cases, the spectrum of this algebra is affine G∨-
variety X∨, and thus the correspondence X 7→ X∨ has a flavor of both the Langlands duality and
mirror symmetry.
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1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is twofold:
• To continue and, to some extent, complete the “multiplicity geometrization” program, originated
in [4, 5, 6, 8, 9].
• To use our geometric multiplicities to recover all known and obtain many new formulas for such
classical multiplicities as tensor product multiplicities, weight multiplicities, etc emerging in rep-
resentation of complex reductive groups.
In our approach, a geometric multiplicity is a positive variety with potential fibered over the Cartan
subgroupH of a reductive group G. They form a category, which we denote it byMultG (see Definition
4.13 for more details).
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.15). The category is a non-strict (uniteless) monoidal category with product
M1 ⋆ M2 given by
M1 ⋆ M2 := M1 ×M2 × U.
(Here U is the maximal unipotent subgroup of G normalized by H .)
The associator for MultG is extremely non-trivial. We construct it via embedding MultG into the
monoidal category of decorated decorated U × U -bicrystals, see Section 8. In fact, even though the
category MultG has no unit, it has a natural tropicalization functor T (see Proposition 2.5) to what we
call affine tropical varieties (see Definition 2.1). The latter category is an “honest” monoidal category
with the natural unite 0 (thus, in what follows, we will ignore this minor deficiency ofMultG).
Using this tropicalization functor T , we can recover many interesting representation of the Langlands
dual group G∨ of G and various multiplicities in them out of geometric multiplicities over G as follows.
First, to any M ∈MultG we assign an affine tropical variety M t := T (M) fibered over the dominant
coweight monoid P∨+ of G. Then assign a G
∨-module V(M) toM via
V(M) =
⊕
λ∨∈P∨+
C[M tλ∨ ]⊗ Vλ∨ ,
2
where M tλ∨ is the tropical fiber over λ
∨, C[·] is the linearization of the set, and Vλ∨ is the irreducible
representation of G∨ with highest weight λ∨ (thus we passed from the geometric multiplicities to the
algebraic ones).
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.1). The assignments M 7→ V(M) define a monoidal functor MultG to
ModG∨ , the category of G
∨-modules.
Remark 1.3. It will be interesting to relate this result to geometric Satake, which asserts that the category
of finite-dimensional G∨ modules is monoidal equivalent to the category of perverse sheaves on the
affine Grassmannian GrG of G. Since our G∨-modules V(M) are frequently G∨-module algebras (see
discussion below), we expect them, under geometric Satake, to give rise to interesting perverse sheave
on GrG.
Note, however, sometimes the module V(M) may have infinite multiplicities, in particular this happens
for the module V(H ⋆ H) = V(H)⊗ V (H) because
V(H) =
⊕
λ∨∈P∨+
Vλ∨ . (1)
To address this issue, we decorate geometric multiplicities by additionally fibering them over another
split algebraic torus. Also we amend the multiplication inMultG in such a way that ifMi is additionally
fibered over Si for i = 1, 2, thenM1 ⋆M2 is additionally fibered over S1 × S2 ×H . This fixes the issue
with H ⋆ H because now it is fibered over H3. And the finiteness of the multiplicities is restored as
follows. Given a geometric multiplicityM additionally fibered over S, its tropicalization M t is naturally
fibered over the direct product of P∨+ and cocharacter lattice X∗(S) := Hom(Gm, S) so that for every
cocharacter ξ ∈ X∗(S) we define Vξ(M) by
Vξ(M) :=
⊕
λ∈P∨+
C[M tλ∨,ξ]⊗ Vλ∨ .
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 5.2). Given geometric multiplicitiesMi additionally fibered over Si for i = 1, 2,
one has the following natural isomorphism of G∨-modules
Vξ1,ξ2,λ∨,ν∨(M1 ⋆ M2)
∼= Iλ∨ (Vξ1(M1))⊗ Iν∨ (Vξ1(M2)) , (2)
where Iµ∨(V ) denotes the µ
∨-th isotypic component of a G∨-module V .
This indeed fixes the “infinite multiplicity" issue for V(H ⋆H) since (2) boils down to an isomorphism
Vλ∨,ν∨(H ⋆ H) ∼= Vλ∨ ⊗ Vν∨ .
In turn, by applying this argument repeatedly to the geometric multiplicities:
H⋆n := H ⋆ · · · ⋆ H︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
,
we get an isomorphism of G∨-modules
Vλ∨1 ,...,λ∨n (H
⋆n) ∼= Vλ∨1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vλ∨n , ∀λ
∨
1 , . . . , λn ∈ (P
∨
+)
n, n > 2.
Thus the geometric multiplicities H⋆n (fibered over Hn+1) compute all tensor product multiplicities
cµ
∨
λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n
:= dimHomG∨(Vµ∨ , Vλ∨1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vλ∨n ).
By modifying H ⋆H , we construct the geometric multiplicity XG,L in the categoryMultL for any Levi
subgroup L of G, which computes the all reduction multiplicities of Vλ∨ restricted to L∨ ⊂ G∨, see
Section 7 for details.
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Remark 1.5. Our construction of H⋆n bears some resemblance with the approach by Goncharov-Shen
in [13, 14]. In particular, they related their configuration space Conf(An+1,B) to geometric crystals in
[13, Appendix B] and [14, Section 7.1].
Having in mind various deformations of tensor multiplicities (see [5, Section 7.3]) on the one hand, the
unipotent bicrystal realization of H⋆n on the other hand, we construct a large (albeit finite) set Cn =
Cn(G) of positive functions onH⋆n (see Section 4.4), and sometimes refer to elements ofCn as central
charges. For n = 2, C2 = {c0, c1, c2} so that ΦH⋆H = c0 + c1 + c2, which, viewed as a U3-invariant
rational function on G×G is given by
ΦBK(g1) + ΦBK(g2)− ΦBK(g1g2), g1, g2 ∈ G,
where ΦBK is a U × U -equivariant rational function on G introduced by David Kazhdan and the first
author in [5]. The set C3 consists of 8 functions, the potential ΦH⋆H⋆H is the sum of 4 of them (see
Example 4.24, also we compute Cn explicitly for G = GL2 in Example 4.25).
Since Cn emerged naturally as a set of Un+1-invariant functions on Gn, we expect the central charges
to behave like integrals for some integral system.
As a combinatorial application of positivity of central charges, we can deform the tensor product multi-
plicity cµ
∨
λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n
as follows:
cµ
∨;c
λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n
(q) :=
∑
a∈(H⋆n)t
µ∨,λ∨
1
,...,λ∨n
qc
t(a),
for any central charge c inCn (or even in the positive semifield generated byCn, where (H⋆n)
t
µ∨,λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n
denotes the tropical fiber of H⋆n and ct : (H⋆n)→ Z the tropicalization of c.
We hope to relate these new polynomials for various choices of c with the LLT-polynomials (see e.g.,
[10] ) and Kostka-Foulkes polynomials (see e.g., [11]) which also deform relevant multiplicities.
Now we focus on our second goal, namely new combinatorial-geometric formulas for tensor product
and and reduction (to Levi subgroups) multiplicities. To achieve this goal, we introduce the notion of
decorated reduced word of any element w ∈ W , the Weyl group of G. In particular, to each decorated
reduced word I of the longest element w0, we assign an open embedding xI from (C×)m to U , where
m = dim(U). To get new combinatorial-geometric formulas for cµ
∨
λ∨,ν∨ , we introduce the notion of
decorated I-trails, which generalize the notion of i-trails in [9].
Our main result in this direction is Theorem 6.7, which asserts that cµ
∨
λ∨,ν∨ is the number of lattice points
in a polytope P Iλ∨,µ∨,ν∨ for any given decorated reduced word I for w0, whose facets are computed in
terms of generalized I-trails. Taking trivially decorated reduced words, this will recover main results of
[9] In Section 3.3, we estimate the number of nonequivalent decorated words for w0, thus estimating the
number of “significantly different” formulas for cµ
∨
λ∨,ν∨ .
Since U is a cluster variety (see e.g., [3]), we can treat our new open embeddings xI’s as certain toric
coordinates on U , thus generalizing the chamber ansatz ([2, 7, 12]). Using a general (probably well-
knwon) result about open embeddings of a split algebraic torus into the affine space (see Proposition
3.13), we obtain a set XI ofm = dim(U) irreducible polynomials on U , which suggests the following
Conjecture 1.6. For any decorated reduced word for w0, the set XI is a cluster for U mutation-
equivalent to an initial cluster attached to any reduced word i for w0.
We generalize this to any w ∈W in Section 3.5.
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All those multiplicities we just computed in many ways are particular case of the following algebro-
geometric problem: given a G∨-variety X∨, compute the multiplicities in the coordinate algebra C[X∨]
viewed as a G∨-module. Indeed, if X∨ = (G∨/U∨)n, then
C[X∨] = C[G∨/U∨]⊗n ∼=
⊕
λ∨1 ,··· ,λ
∨
n∈P
∨
+
Vλ∨1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vλ∨n ,
which bring us back the solved tensor product multiplicities problem. Furthermore, if X∨ = G∨/U∨
and C[X] viewed as an H∨-module, then
C[X∨] =
⊕
β∨∈P∨+
C[X∨]β∨
where C[X∨]β∨ is the β∨-weight space of C[X∨] and
C[X∨]β∨ =
⊕
λ∨∈P∨+
Vλ∨(β
∨).
More generally, if G˜∨ is any complex reductive group containing G∨ as a subgroup, and X˜∨ = G˜∨/U˜∨
and C[X˜∨] viewed as a G∨-module, then
C[X˜∨] =
⊕
λ∨∈P∨+
C[X˜∨]λ∨ ⊗ Vλ∨
where C[X˜∨]λ∨ =
⊕
λ˜∨∈P˜
HomG∨(Vλ∨ , Vλ˜∨). To address these and other multiplicity problems we
suggest following
Conjecture 1.7. For any complex affine G∨ variety X∨, there is a momoid AX∨ inMultG such that
C[X∨] = V(AX∨).
Moreover, the assignment X → AX∨ is functorial.
In fact, this functor should be the “inverse” of our functor V restricted to monoids A in MultG. The
conjecture essentially asserts that the functor A 7→ V(A)which sends monoids inMultG toG∨-algebras
is “surjective”, i.e., the coordinate algebras of all G∨-modules are in its range. We will provide more
evidence for this conjecture in the near future.
We conclude with the possible relation of this conjecture with mirror symmetry based on [17]. Namely,
we claim that for any monoid A ∈MultG, the variety ZA := A×HG/U has a natural Landau-Ginzburg
potential ΦZA . We expect that in the notation of conjecture 1.7 the variety ZA with potential ΦZA is a
mirror of X∨ for A = AX∨ . In particular, since H ⋆ H fibered over H (without additional fibration), H
is an algebra inMultG. TakingX∨ = G∨/U∨, so that AX∨ = H , we see that ZH = G/U is the mirror
of G∨/U∨ according to [17]. This would give yet an other relation between the Langlands duality and
mirror symmetry.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on positivity theory and tropical
affine varieties. In Section 3, we introduce new toric charts on double Bruhat cells coming from double
Bruhat cell embeddings. Section 4 presents the category of geometric multiplicities and our main results
on geometric lift. Section 5 shows how to pass from geometric multiplicities to tensor multiplicities.
Section 6 presents the combinatorial expressions using the new toric chart we get in Section 3. Section
7 is about the geometric lift of reduction multiplicities. The remaining sections contain the proofs of all
the results in this paper.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to A. Alekseev, B. Hoffman and J. Lane for their useful comments
and discussions. We also want express our gratitude for the hospitality and support of the Simons Center
for Geometry and Physics, where this project has started during our visit in 2018.
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2 Affine Tropical Varieties and Positive Varieties
2.1 Affine tropical varieties
In this section, we will introduce the notion of affine tropical variety, which is an analog of affine variety
in the ‘tropical word’. For any subring R of R, denote byR+ := R∩R+ the semi-subring. Given subsets
C and D of free R-modus V and V ′ respectively, a map φ : C → D is piecewise R-linear if there is a
piecewise R-linear R-module homomorphism φ˜ : V → V ′ such that φ˜
∣∣
C
= φ.
Definition 2.1. Fix a subring R of R. A m-dimensional affine tropical variety C over R is a family of
pairs (C r, j r) with index set Θ and am-dimensional free R-module V , where for any θ ∈ Θ, Cθ is a set
with an R+-action and jθ : Cθ → V is an injective map, which is called a tropical chart, such that
(i) The map jθ commutes with the R+-action;
(ii) The transition map j−1θ ◦ jθ′ : Cθ → Cθ′ is a piecewise R-linear bijection.
We say that an affine tropical variety C is convex if there exist a θ ∈ Θ such that the subset jθ(Cθ) of V is
a R+-submodule of the free module V . The coordinate algebra R[C] of C is the pull-back of piecewise
R-linear functions of V along the injective map jθ . Since j
−1
θ ◦ jθ′ is piecewise R-linear, the coordinate
algebra R[C] is independent of charts.
Similarly to algebraic varieties, for an affine tropical variety C over R, tensoring with R′ ⊃ R, one
obtains its R′-points
C(R′) := {(Cθ ⊗
R+
R′+, jθ) | θ ∈ Θ}.
A morphism f of affine tropical varieties C = (C r, j r) and D = (D r, k r) over R is a family of piecewise
R-equivariant maps f rwith index set (ΘC ,ΘD), such that the following diagram is commutative.
Cθ Cθ′
Dϑ Dϑ′
j−1
θ
◦jθ′
fθ,ϑ fθ′,ϑ′
k−1
ϑ
◦kϑ′
(3)
Affine tropical varieties over R form a category AffTropVar(R).
Definition 2.2. Let f be a morphism of affine tropical varieties C = (C r, j r) and D = (D r, k r) over Z.
For ξ ∈ Dϑ, define the multiplicity of ξ over f as
dimC[f−1θ,ϑ(ξ)],
where C[X] is the linearization of the set X. Note that the multiplicity of ξ over f doesn’t depend on
the charts since by (3), we have:
dimC[f−1θ,ϑ(ξ)] = dimC[f
−1
θ′,ϑ′(k
−1
ϑ ◦ kϑ′(ξ))].
The morphism f is finite if every ξ ∈ Dϑ has finite multiplicity.
Example 2.3. Define an affine tropical variety over R as IR := {(R+, j : R+ →֒ R)}, which we refer to
as the trivial affine tropical variety over R. Given affine tropical varieties C = (C r, j r) and D = (D r, k r)
over R, the product
C × D :=
{
(Cθ ×Dϑ, jθ × kϑ)
∣∣ (θ, ϑ) ∈ ΘC ×ΘD}
is an affine tropical variety over R. For a morphism f of C and D, one can show that both f(C) and
f−1(D) are affine tropical varieties.
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2.2 Positive varieties and tropicalization
In this section, we first briefly recall basic definitions in positivity theory and then realize tropicaliza-
tion as a functor from the category of positive varieties with potential to the category of affine tropical
varieties.
Consider a split algebraic torus S ∼= Gnm. Denote the character lattice of S by St = Hom(S,Gm) and
the cocharacter lattice by St = Hom(Gm, S). The lattices St and St are naturally in duality and denote
by 〈·, ·〉 : St×St → Z this canonical pairing. The coordinate algebra Q[S] is the group algebra (over Q)
of the lattice St, that is, each f ∈ Q[S] can be written as
f =
∑
χ∈St
cχχ, (4)
where only a finite number of coefficients cχ are non-zero. Following [5], to each positive rational map
φ : S → S′, we associate a tropicalized map Φt : St → (S′)t in the following way:
Case 1. If φ is positive regular on S, i.e., φ can be written as (4) with all cχ > 0, define φt by
φt : St → Gtm = Z : ξ 7→ min
χ; cχ>0
〈χ, ξ〉.
Case 2. If φ is positive rational on S, i.e., φ = f/g with f, g positive regular functions, then
φt := f t − gt.
Case 3. For φ : S → S′ a positive rational map, define φt : St → (S′)t as the unique map such that for
every character χ ∈ S′t and for every cocharacter ξ ∈ S
t we have
〈χ, φt(ξ)〉 = (χ ◦ φ)t(ξ).
A more concrete description is as follows. Let φ1, . . . , φm be the components of φ given by the splitting
S′ ∼= Gmm. Then, in the induced coordinates on (S
′)t, we have
φt = (φt1, . . . , φ
t
m).
Definition 2.4. Let (X,Φ) be an irreducible variety over Q with a rational function Φ on X. A rational
chart ofX is a birational isomorphism θ : S → X from a split algebraic torus S toX. A rational chart θ
is toric if θ is an open embedding. A chart θ : S → X is positive with respect to Φ if Φ ◦ θ is a positive
rational function on S. Two charts θ1 : S1 → X and θ2 : S2 → X are called positively equivalent if
θ−11 ◦ θ2 : S2 → S1 and θ
−1
2 ◦ θ1 : S1 → S2 are positive rational maps. A positive variety with potential
is a triple (X,Φ,ΘX), where ΘX is a set of positive equivalent charts who are positive with respect to
Φ. Given a positive chart θ : S → X of (X,Φ,ΘX), denote by
(X,Φ, θ)t :=
{
ξ ∈ Hom(Gm, S) | Φ
t(ξ) > 0
}
,
the tropicalization of (X,Φ, θ). For convenience, we define 0t := +∞. If θ is toric and Φ is regular, the
set (X,Φ, θ)t is a convex cone in Hom(Gm, S).
A morphism f : (X,Φ,ΘX)→ (Y,Φ′,ΘY ) of positive varieties with potential is a rational map f : X →
Y such that the rational function Φ − f∗Φ′ is positive, and for some (equivalently any) θX ∈ ΘX and
θY ∈ ΘY , the rational map θ
−1
Y ◦ f ◦ θX : S → S
′ is positive.
Denote by PosVarPot(Q) the category of the positive varieties with potential over Q.
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Proposition 2.5. Let (X,Φ,Θ) be a positive variety with potential. Fix a splitting of S. Define XtΦ as
XtΦ :=
{
Xθ := (X, θ,Φ)
t, jθ : Xθ →֒ Hom(Gm, S)
∼
−→ Zm
∣∣ θ ∈ Θ}.
Then XtΦ is an affine tropical variety over Z. If X has a positive toric chart with Φ regular, the affine
tropical variety XtΦ is convex. In summary, tropicalization defines a functor from PosVarPot(Q) to
AffTropVar(Z).
Note that (Q, Id, θ : Qm → Q) is a positive variety with potential and QtId = IZ. Thus potential ΦX on
(X,Θ) can be viewed as a morphism of positive varieties with potential in the following way:
ΦX : (X,ΦX ,Θ)→ (Q, Id, , j : Qm → Q).
Let f be a morphism of two positive varieties with potential (X,ΦX ,ΘX) and (Y,ΦY ,ΘY ). Denote by
f−tθX ,θY (ξ) := (f
t
θX ,θY
)−1(ξ) ⊂ (X,ΦX , θX)
t
the pre-image of ξ ∈ (Y,ΦY , θY )t of the tropical function f tθX ,θY : (X,ΦX , θX)
t → (Y,ΦY , θY )
t. We
sometimes write f−t(ξ) instead if the positive chart we choose is clear from the context. Note that f−t(ξ)
is not an affine tropical variety in general.
3 Double Bruhat Cells as Positive Varieties
In this section, we will introduce the so called Berenstein-Kazhdan potential ΦBK on a Borel subgroup
B− of a semi-simple algebraic group G, and then introduce a positive structure for (B−,ΦBK).
3.1 Double Bruhat cell embeddings
First of all, let us fix the notation. For a semi-simple algebraic groupG, choose a Cartan subgroupH , and
a pair of opposite Borel subgroups B and B− such that B∩B− = H . Denote by U and U− respectively
the unipotent radicals of B and B−. Let r = rank(LieG) and I be the set of vertices of Dykin diagram
of G. Denote by ei, α∨i , fi the Chevalley generators of g for i ∈ I , and by αi the corresponding simple
root of α∨i . For each i ∈ I , let ϕi : SL2 → G be the canonical homomorphism corresponding to the
simple root αi; set
xi(t) = ϕi
[
1 t
0 1
]
∈ U, yi(t) = ϕi
[
1 0
t 1
]
∈ U−, tα
∨
i = ϕi
[
t 0
0 t−1
]
∈ H.
Moreover, define
x−i(t) = yi(t)t
−α∨i = ϕi
[
t−1 0
1 t
]
∈ B−.
For each i ∈ I , define the elementary (additive) character χi of U by
χi(xj(t)) = δij · t, for t ∈ Gm.
Denote by χst =
∑
χi the standard character of U . Define an anti-automorphism (·)T : G→ G by:
xTi (t) = yi(t), h
T = h, for t ∈ Ga and h ∈ H;
and define the ‘positive inverse’, which is an anti-automorphism (·)ι : G→ G by:
(xi(t))
ι = xi(t), (yi(t))
ι = yi(t), h
ι = h−1, for t ∈ Ga and h ∈ H. (5)
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Let W = NG(H)/H be the Weyl group of G, and si = xi(−1)yi(1)xi(−1) be a lift of the reflection
si generated by simple root αi. Note that si’s satisfy the braid relation. Therefore we associated to
each w ∈ W a lift w := si1 · · · sil where w = si1 · · · sil is a reduced expression of w. Let w0 be the
longest element in W with ℓ(w0) = m. Let G0 = U−HU be the set of elements that admit Gaussian
decomposition; write x = [x]−[x]0[x]+ for x ∈ G0 with respect to the Gaussian decomposition.
Denote by Lv,w = UvU ∩B−wB− a reduced double Bruhat cell for (v,w) ∈W ×W .
Theorem 3.1. Let v,w ∈W such that ℓ(v) + ℓ(w) = ℓ(v−1w), the following maps
ξv,w : Lv,w →֒ Le,v
−1w : x→ [v−1x]+; ξv,w : L
w−1,v−1 →֒ Lw
−1v,e : x→ [xv]−[xv]0
are open embeddings.
Proof. We will only show the statement for ξv,w. First of all, we show that the map ξv,w is well-defined.
Since x ∈ UvU , we have
v−1x ∈ v−1UvU ⊂ B−U, (6)
which shows that [v−1x]+ is well-defined. Since x ∈ B−wB−,
v−1x ∈ v−1B−wB− ⊂ B−v−1B−wB− = B−v−1wB− = B−v−1wB−.
Here we use that ℓ(v) + ℓ(w) = ℓ(v−1w). Thus [v−1x]+ ∈ B−v−1wB−. The unique factorization (6)
implies injectivity of ξ. What remains is to show that ξ maps an open subset Lv,e · Le,w ⊂ Lv,w onto an
open subset Le,v
−1
· Le,w of Le,v
−1w. Denote by x = x− · x+ ∈ Lv,e · Le,w, then we have
ξ(x) = [v−1x−x+]+ = [v
−1x−]+x+ = ι ◦ η(x−)x+,
where ηv : Lv,e → Le,v
−1
sending x to [v−1x]ι+ is the biregular isomorphism defined in [9, Defintion
4.6]. Thus we conclude that ξv,w is an open embedding. ♦
3.2 Decorated reduced words
A word of length n is an element in In, where I is an index set. A reduced word for w in the Weyl group
W is a word i = (i1, . . . , in) such that if w = wi and ℓ(w) = n, where wi = si1 · · · sin . Denote by
R(w) the set of reduced word for w ∈W . A double word is a word indexed by −I ∪ I . For any double
word i = (i1, . . . , in), denote by −i := (−i1, . . . ,−in) and iop := (in, . . . , i1).
Denote by i+ (resp. i−) the subword of a double word i contains of all positive (resp. negative) entries
of i. A double reduced word for (v,w) is a double word i = (i1, . . . , in) such that −i− (resp. i+) is a
reduced word for v (resp. w). Denote by R(v,w) the set of double reduced words for (v,w) ∈W ×W .
Given a pair of subsets (K,L) of [1, n] satifying |K| = |L|, we have the following bijections σK,L and
ρK,L from K to L:
σ˜K,L : K → L : k 7→ l, where l is uniquely determined by |[1, l] ∩ L| = |[1, k] ∩K|,
ρ˜K,L : K → L : k 7→ l, where l is uniquely determined by |L| − |[1, l] ∩ L|+ 1 = |[1, k] ∩K|,
which combine into the following permutation of [1, n]:
σK,L(l) =
{
ρ˜K,L(k), if k ∈ K;
σ˜K,L(k), if k ∈ K.
.
Note forK = L = [1, n], the permutation σ˜K,L = Id and ρ˜K,L(k) = n+1−k, which is the permutation
that revers the order. Also note that σ˜K,L ◦ σ˜L,K = IdK and ρ˜K,L ◦ ρ˜L,K = IdK .
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Given a reduced word i and a subsetK ⊂ [1, ℓ(i)], denote by iK the subword of i indexed byK . Denote
byK := [1, ℓ(i)]\K the complement of K . The subset K ⊂ [1, ℓ(i)] is compatible with i if
wiKwiK = wi. (7)
For any k 6 ℓ(i), the subset [1, k] ⊂ [1, ℓ(i)] is compatible with i. Note that if (i,K) is compatible, then
(iop,K) is compatible. It is an interesting problem to find all compatible K for a given i.
A decorated word is a triple (i,K,L), where i is a word, and K,L are subsets of [1, ℓ(i)] such that
|K| = |L|. A decorated reduced word for w ∈W is a decorated word (i,K,L) such that i ∈ R(w), and
(i,K) is compatible. Denote by R̂(w) the set of decorated reduced word for w ∈W . To each decorated
word, define a map by the formula
I(i,K,L) = (−iopK )L iK ,
where iL j with |i| = |L| is a shuffle of i and j by putting i at the position L and j at the rest in order.
The map I can be described by using σK,L and ρ(K,L):
I(ik) =
{
−iσK,L(k), if k ∈ K;
iσK,L(k), if k ∈ K.
Lemma 3.2. The image of R̂(w) under the map I is
I(R̂(w)) =
⊔
R(v1, v2),
where the disjoint union is over pairs (v1, v2) satisfying v
−1
1 v2 = w and ℓ(v1) + ℓ(v2) = ℓ(w).
For simplicity, in what follows, we will refer to I as the associated double word of (i,K,L). Note that
in general the map I is not injective.
Example 3.3. a) For G = SL4, let i = (1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1) and a decoration (K = [1, 3], L = {1, 2, 5}). By
definition, we have vk = s3s2s1 andwk = s1s2s1. And the double reduced word is (−3,−2, 1, 2,−1, 1).
b) Denote by c a repetition-free element of length r, i.e., there exists n such that cn is reduced. A
Coxter element is repetition-free. Fix a reduced word j := (i1, . . . , ir) for c and extend it to a reduced
word i by repeating j. Denote by Kk := [kr + 1, (k + 1)r] and L := [1, r]. Then it is clear that
I(i,Kk, L) = I(i,Kl, L) for k, l < n.
c) For any word i = (i1, . . . , ik, ik+1, . . . , in) such that siksik+1 = sik+1sik , denote by
i′ = (i1, . . . , ik+1, ik, . . . , in).
Then it is easy to check I(i, [1, k], L) = I(i, [1, k − 1] ∪ {k + 1}, L) for any L satisfying |L| = k.
3.3 Equivalence of decorated words
In what follows we want to explore the set R̂(w) in more details. Given a subsetK of [1, n], a pair {k, k′}
is separated by K is neither {k, k′} ⊂ K nor {k, k′} ⊂ K , otherwise we say they are not separated by
K . For a triple (i,K,L), where i is a reduced word andK,L are subset of [1, ℓ(i)] satisfying |K| = |L|,
a simple move is a transformation of (i,K,L) in the following form:
(τ1) if {k, k+1} is not separated byK , |σK,L(k)−σK,L(k+1)| = 1 and siksik+1 = sik+1sik , replace
ik, ik+1 in i by ik+1, ik;
(τ2) if {l, l+1} is separated by L and iσL,K (k) 6= iσL,K(k), replace L by L
′ = (L−{l, l+1})∪ ({l, l+
1} − L);
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(τ3) if {1} ⊂ L, replace K byK ′ = K\{the last term of K} and L by L′ = L\{1}.
Besides, we have the following move:
(τ4) if {l, l+1} is separated by L and iσL,K (k) = iσL,K(k), replace L by L
′ = (L−{l, l+1})∪ ({l, l+
1} − L).
Lemma 3.4. For a decorated word (i,K,L), the moves τi’s give rise to the following moves of the double
word I(i,K,L) := (j1, . . . , jn):
(τ ′1) if jk · jk+1 > 0 and sjksjk+1 = sjk+1sjk , replace jk, jk+1 by jk+1, jk;
(τ ′2) if jk · jk+1 < 0 and |jk| 6= |jk+1|, replace jk, jk+1 by jk+1, jk;
(τ ′3) if i1 < 0, replace i1 by −i1;
(τ ′4) if jk · jk+1 < 0 and |jk| = |jk+1|, replace jk, jk+1 by jk+1, jk.
The proof is straight forward and we omit it here.
Two decorated reduced words (i,K,L) and (i′,K ′, L′) of w are equivalent if there is a sequence of
decorated words in R̂(w) such that they are related by simple moves. If (i,K,L) and (i′,K ′, L′) are
equivalent decorated reduced word of w0, then by Lemma 3.4 and [9, Proposition 7.2], the two charts xI
and xI′ are related by a sequence of monomial change of coordinates, which implies that the combinatoric
expressions in Theorem 6.7 associated to (i,K,L) and (i′,K ′, L′) differ by a linear transformation. One
of the advance of using decorated reduced words is to give more combinatoric expressions for the tensor
multiplicities. In what follows, we will try to justify that using decorated reduced words, we do get many
more combinatoric expressions (up to linear transformations).
Note that the Dynkin diagram can be partitioned into two sets of non-adjacent vertices. Let a and b be
the product of the simple reflections corresponding to the sets respectively. Note that both a and b are
products of commuting reflections. Let h be the Coxter number. If g is not of type A2n, then we know
w0 = (ab)
h/2. If g is of type A2n, we have w0 = (ab)(h−1)/2a = b(ab)(h−1)/2.
Lemma 3.5. Let w := aba be a reduced expression, where a is a product of commuting simple reflec-
tions. Then the number of non-equivalent decorated words of w is greater than or equal to 2ℓ(a).
Proof. First, let us assume that the expression of b contains no simple reflections that appear in the
expression of a. Let I be a reduced word for a, and J be a reduced word for b. Denote by n = ℓ(a).
Consider the decorated word ((I, J, I), ∅, ∅) and I the associated double reduced of it. By the fact that a
is a product of commuting simple reflections and using move (τ ′1) (τ
′
2) and (τ
′
3), one can get the following
double reduced word:
(J,−i1, i1, . . . ,−in, in). (8)
Now we have 2n ways to use the flip the pairs i,−i in the expression (8). It is not hard to check all this
new expression are non-equivalent. If the expression of b contains the simple reflections of a, then we
need to use (τ ′4) to pass −ik through b, thus we will get more non-equivalent classes. Thus we get the
lower bound 2ℓ(a). ♦
Similar to this Lemma, for the reduced expression of w0, we have
Proposition 3.6. For a reduced expression of form w := (ab)naε, where a and b are products of com-
muting simple reflections and n ∈ Z+ and ε ∈ {0, 1} . Then the number of non-equivalent decorated
words of w is greater than or equal to nℓ(a) + nℓ(b).
Remark 3.7. The charts given by the 2ℓ(a) double reduced words arising from 8 by using (τ ′4) are bira-
tional isomorphic, but not biregular isomorphic. Thus in Theorem 6.7, we get at least 2[h/2][r/2] new
combinatoric expression (up to linear transformation), where h is the Coxter number and r is the rank,
since the longest element w0 has a form (see [16], for example) as in Proposition 3.6.
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3.4 Positive structure for double Bruhat cells
On Bruhat cell Bw0B, we have the following regular function (Berenstein-Kazhdan potential):
Definition 3.8. On the Bruhat cell Gw0 = Bw0B, the BK potential ΦBK is
ΦBK(uhw0u
′) = χst(u) + χst(u′), for uhw0u
′ ∈ Gw0 .
Since Bw0B∩B− →֒ B−, so the potential restrict to open dense subset of B−. In what follows, we will
introduce a positive structure for (B−,ΦBK). To a decorated word (i,K,L), let
I(i,K,L) =: (j1, . . . , jn)
be the associated double word, define
xI(t1, . . . , tn) := xj1(t1) · · · xjn(tn).
Note that xI ∈ LvK ,wK by [9, Proposition 4.5], where
vK := w
−1
iK
; wK := wiK .
Proposition 3.9. Given a decorated reduced word (i,K,L) ∈ R̂(w), the following map
ξI : T
n → Le,w : (t1, . . . , tn) 7→ [vK
−1xI(t1, . . . , tn)]+.
is an open embedding. Moreover, for any two associated double reduced words I := I(i,K,L) and
I′ := I(i′,K ′, L′), ξI and ξI′ are positively equivalent.
Proof. Note that by [9, Proposition 4.5], the following map
τI : T
n → LvK ,wK : (t1, . . . , tn) 7→ xI(t1, . . . , tn)
is an open embedding. So that ξI = ξvK ,wK ◦ τI is an open embedding by Theorem 3.1.
Next, we show that ξI and ξI′ are positive equivalent. A decorated word (i,K,L) for i = (i1, . . . , il) is
called separable if K = L = [1, k] or K = L = ∅. Using the commutating relation of [9, Proposition
7.2], any associated double reduced word I is positive equivalent to a separable one by commutating all
xji for ji < 0 to the left one by one. For a separable decorated word (i,K,L), the map ξI is actually the
composition:
Tl → LvK ,e × Le,wK
ι◦ηvK×Id
−−−−−−→ Le,v
−1
K × Le,wK → Le,v
−1
K wK ,
where ηv : Lv,e → Le,v
−1
sending x to [v−1x]ι+. By [9, Theorem 4.7], we conclude that any decorated
word (i,K,L) is positive equivalent to a separable one (i′, [1, |K|], [1, |L|]). Thus ξI and ξI′ are positive
equivalent. ♦
Remark 3.10. For reduced double Bruhat cell Lw,e, one can come up with a similar statement. Since we
don’t use it in the paper, we omit it here.
Example 3.11. (Continues of Example 3.3 a).) We just write down the map ξI explicitly:
ξI : (t1, . . . , t6) 7→ [s3s2s1
−1x−3(t1)x−2(t2)x1(t3)x2(t4)x−1(t5)x1(t6)]+,
and the matrix on the right hand side is given by:
1 2t6 t2 + t4 t1
0 1 t2t3 + t2t
−1
6 + t4t
−1
6 t1t3 + t1t
−1
6
0 0 1 t1t
−1
2
0 0 0 1
 .
Since the natural embedding Le,w0 → U is open, the map ξi,σ gives a toric chart onU for (i, σ) ∈ R̂(w0).
Because of the open embedding H × UT →֒ B−, we get a toric chart on B− as well. We denote these
positive structures by ΘH , ΘU and ΘB− for H , U and B
− respectively.
Proposition 3.12. [5, Lemma 3.36] The triple (B−,ΦBK ,ΘB−) is a positive variety with potential.
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3.5 Factorization problems
In this section, we will discuss the inverse map of xI. First of all, let us recall the following well-known
general statement:
Proposition 3.13. Given an open embedding ϕ : Tm → A
m, where Tm is a split m-dimensional
algebraic torus, there exist a (unique) finite set {f1, . . . , fm} of irreducible polynomials in m variables
such that each coordinate function ϕ−1k is an alternating product of these polynomials.
Just for refernces, we put a proof in the Appendix. To make use of this proposition, we will find an open
embedding Le,w → Am. Denote by
U(w) := U ∩ wU−1w; U−(w) := U− ∩ w−1Uw
the Schubert cell. We have:
Lemma 3.14. [12, 9] The following map is an open embedding:
ψw : L
w,e → U−(w) : x 7→ [w−1x]−.
Proof. Note that w−1x ∈ w−1UwU ⊂ B−U , thus [w−1x]− is well-defined and [w−1x]− ∈ U−(w).
The uniqueness of Gauss decomposition guarantees that ψw is injective. The map is open follows from
the biregular isomorphism B−\(B−wB−) ∼= U−(w) by [12, Proposition 2.10] and the fact that Lw,e is
open in B−\(B−wB−). ♦
Thus we get an open embedding ψw−1 ◦ ξe,w : L
e,w → Lw
−1,e → U−(w−1).
Lemma 3.15. [12, Proposition 2.11] For a reduced word i ∈ R(w), the map below is a well-defined
biregular isomorphism:
Tn → U−(w) : (t1, . . . , tm) 7→ w
−1xi1(t1)si1 · · · xim(tm)sim .
Now combine these lemmas and proposition in beginning of this section, we get:
Theorem 3.16. Given a decorated double reduced word (i,K,L) and I = I(i,K,L), suppose x ∈ Le,w
can be factored as xI(t1, . . . , tn), then tk’s are Laurent monomials of a unique set of regular functions
{f1, . . . , fn}, who are regular on U
−(w−1) as well.
Remark 3.17. Note that for K = L = [1, ℓ(w)] or K = L = ∅, these function are given by twisted
minors, see [12, 9] for more details. We hope we can find explicit formulas in the general cases.
To related this to the cluster algebra structure on Le,w, we have the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3.18. The set {f1, . . . , fn} in Theorem 3.16 is a cluster for L
e,w, i.e., the fraction field
generated by {f1, . . . , fn} is the function field of L
e,w.
4 Geometric Multiplicities
In this section, we will introduce the category MultG of geometric multiplicities, which is monoidal
with a non-trivial associator (without unite).
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4.1 U × U varieties and unipotent bicrystals
In this section, we briefly recall the basic definitions about U × U varieties and unipotent bicrystals in
[5] and introduce the notion of trivializable unipotent bicrystals.
Definition 4.1. A U ×U -variety X is a pair (X,α), where X is an irreducible affine variety over Q and
α : U × X × U → X is a U × U -action on X, such that group U acts (both action) freely on X. The
convolution product ∗ of U ×U -varieties X = (X,α) and Y = (Y, α′) isX ∗Y := (X ∗ Y, β), where
the variety X ∗ Y is the quotient of X × Y by the following left action of U on X × Y :
u(x, y) = (xu−1, uy).
And the action β : U ×X ∗ Y × U → X ∗ Y is defined by u(x ∗ y)u′ = (ux) ∗ (yu′).
Example 4.2. It is clear that the group G itself is a U × U -variety with left and right multiplication as
U × U action. Denote by
G(n) := G ∗ · · · ∗G, for n > 2
the convolution product of n-copies of G’s.
Definition 4.3. For a U × U -variety X and χ : U → A1 a character, a function Φ on X is χ-linear if
Φ(u · x · u′) = χ(u) + Φ(x) + χ(u′),∀x ∈ X,u, u′ ∈ U. (9)
A (U × U,χ)-bicrystal is a triple (X,p,Φ), where X is a U × U -variety, and p : X → G is a U × U -
equivariant morphism, and Φ is χ- linear function. We refer to the pair (X,p) as unipotent bicrystal.
The convolution product is defined by
(X,p,ΦX) ∗ (Y ,p
′,ΦY ) := (X ∗ Y ,p
′′,ΦX∗Y ),
where p′′ : X ∗ Y → G is defined by p′′(x ∗ y) = p(x)p′(y) and ΦX∗Y (x ∗ y) = ΦX(x) + ΦY (y).
Remark 4.4. There are more U × U -invariant functions on G(n) arising from the potential ΦBK , which
we call higher central charges. See more details in Section 4.4.
Example 4.5. By Definition 3.8, the BK potential ΦBK is a χst-linear function on the U ×U variety G.
Therefore, the U ×U variety G(n) is a (U ×U,χst)-bicrystal with p : G(n) → G by sending g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gn
to g1 · · · gn, and the χst-linear function, or potential is given by
ΦG(n)(g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gn) :=
∑
ΦBK(gi).
Definition 4.6. The highest weight map hw of G is the following U × U -invariant rational morphism
hw: Bw0B → H : uhw0u
′ 7→ h. (10)
To a (U × U,χst)-bicrystal (X,p,Φ), the central charge of (X,p,Φ) is the U × U -invariant function:
∆X(x) := Φ(x)− ΦBK(p(x)),∀x ∈ X. (11)
Assume that U\X/U is an affine variety in the following. Since both ∆X and hwX := hw ◦ p are
U × U -invariant, they descents to functions ∆X and hwX on U\X/U respectively. Now consider the
affine variety:
X˜ := U\X/U ×H G,
where the fiber product is over hwX and hw. The variety X˜ gets an U × U action on G:
u · (x, g) · u′ 7→ (x, ugu′).
Define a χst-linear function Φ˜ on X˜ by
Φ˜(x, g) := ∆X(x) + ΦBK(g), for (x, g) ∈ U\X/U ×H G,
Denote by p2 is the projection X˜ to the second factor G. All these make the triple (U\X/U×HG, Φ˜, p2)
into a unipotent bicrystal.
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Definition 4.7. A (U × U,χst)-bicrystal (X,p,Φ) is trivializable if the following map is a birational
isomorphism of (U × U,χst)-bicrystals
ϕ : X
∼
−→ U\X/U ×H G : x 7→ (x,p(x)). (12)
Denote by TriUBG the category of trivializable (U × U,χst)-bicrystals over G.
The following proposition shows that U\X/U can be realized a subvariety of X:
Proposition 4.8. For a trivializable (U × U,χst)-bicrystal (X,p,Φ), the following natural map is a
birational isomorphism of varieties
p−1 (φ(H)) → U\X/U.
where φ : H → G is the natural rational lift of hw: G → H given by φ(h) = hw0 ∈ Bw0B ⊂ G.
Moreover, we have X ∼= Y ×H G ∼= U\X/U ×H G.
Proof. Denote by Y := p−1. Note that each U × U -orbit in X intersects Y at exactly one point. Thus
we have the following and commuting diagram
Y
∼
−→ U\X/U ;
Y X
H G
.
ThenX ∼= Y ×H G ∼= U\X/U ×H G. ♦
In what follows, we will describe a ‘trivialization’ of G(2) and extend it to G(n) in the next section.
Define a rational map π on G(2) as
π : G(2) → U : (g1, g2) 7→ v1u2, where g1 = u1h1w0v1, g2 = u2h2w0v2. (13)
Proposition 4.9. [5, Proposition 2.42] The following map is a birational isomorphism of varieties:
F : G(2) →M (2) ×H G : (g1, g2) 7→ (π(g1, g2),hw(g1),hw(g2); g1g2) , (14)
where the fiber product M (2) ×H G = (U ×H
2)×H G is over
hw2 : (u, h1, h2) 7→ hw(w0uw0)h1h2, and hw: g 7→ hw(g).
Since F is an U × U -invariant isomorphism, we get an isomorphism of affine varieties
F : U\G(2)/U →M (2). (15)
Thus the central charge ∆2 on G(2) descends to a function onM (2):
∆2 := ∆2 ◦ F
−1
. (16)
The following corollary is clear:
Corollary 4.10. The isomorphism F defined in (14) is an isomorphism of varieties with potential:
F :
(
G(2),ΦG(2)
)
→
(
M (2) ×H G,∆2 +ΦBK
)
.
From now on, we refer to (14) as a trivialization of G(2).
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4.2 The model spaceM (2)
In what follows, we will look in more details at the variety M (2), which is the key to the category of
geometric multiplicities.
Denote by M (n) := Un−1 × Hn for n > 2. Note that by the usage of (14), for each vertex a of
associahedron Kn for any n > 3, one can get a trivialization Fa : G(n) → M (n) ×H G. For n = 3, we
have the
F12,3 : (G ∗G) ∗G
F×IdG−−−−→
(
M (2) ×H G
)
∗G
Id
M(2)
×F
−−−−−−→M (2) ×H
(
M (2) ×H G
)
∼
−→M (3) ×H G,
and
F1,23 : G ∗ (G ∗G)
IdG ×F−−−−→ G ∗
(
G×H M
(2)
) F×Id
M(2)−−−−−−→
(
G×H M
(2)
)
×H M
(2) ∼−→M (3) ×H G,
where the fiber product M (3) ×H G = (U2 ×H3)×H G is over
hw3 : (u1, u2, h1, h2, h3) 7→ hw(w0u1w0)hw(w0u2w0)h1h2h3, and hw: g 7→ hw(g).
Hence we get the a non-trivial automorphism of U × U -varieties
F1,23 ◦ F
−1
12,3 : M
(3) ×H G
∼
−→M (3) ×H G.
Denote by prM (3) and prG the natural projection ofM
(3)×HG toM (3) andG respectively. Then we see
immediately that prG ◦F1,23 ◦ F
−1
12,3(m, g) = g. Note that F12,3 and F1,23 are (U,U)-equivariant, thus
they descents to maps F 1,23 and F 12,3 respectively. By Proposition 4.8, we have the following birational
isomorphism:
ιM (3) : M
(3) →M (3) ×H U\G/U : m 7→ (m,Uhw3(m)w0U) .
Assembling all these components, we get:
Ψ: M (3)
ι
M(3)−−−→M (3) ×H U\G/U
F
−1
12,3
−−−→ U\G(3)/U
F 1,23
−−−→M (3) ×H U\G/U
pr
M(3)−−−−→M (3).
Proposition 4.11. The map Ψ defined above is an automorphism of variety U2 ×H3:
Ψ = prM (3) ◦F 1,23 ◦ F
−1
12,3 ◦ ιM (3) : U
2 ×H3 → U2 ×H3.
Example 4.12. Here we work out one example of the map Ψ for G = GL2. Write
xi :=
[
ai 0
bi ci
]
as coordinates for B−. Suppose that bi ∈ Gm, then we have[
ai 0
bi ci
]
=
[
1
ai
bi
0 1
] [aici
bi
0
0 bi
][
0 −1
1 0
][
1
ci
bi
0 1
]
,
Note the map F12,3 restrict to (B− ×B−)×B−
∼
−→M (3) ×H B−, which sends (x1, x2, x3) to1 1X12b1b2
0 1
 ,
1 X12b3Y
0 1
 ,[a1c1b1 0
0 b1
]
,
[a2c2
b2
0
0 b2
]
,
[a3c3
b3
0
0 b3
]
, x1x2x3
 ,
where X−1ij = biaj + cibj and Y
−1 = b1a2a3 + c1b2a3 + c1c2b3. For elements inM (3) ×H B−, we use([
1 u1
0 1
]
,
[
1 u2
0 1
]
,
[
e1 0
0 f1
]
,
[
e2 0
0 f2
]
,
[
e3 0
0 f3
]
,
[
p 0
u1u2
∏
fi p
−1
∏
ei
∏
fi
])
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as coordinates. Thus the inverse map of F12,3 is given by
c3 =
u1e3 + p
−1f3
∏
ei
u1u2
; a3 = e3f3c
−1
3 ; b3 = f3;
c2 =
e2
u1
(1 + p−1e1f2a3); a2 = e2f2c
−1
2 ; b2 = f2;
a1 =
e1
u1
(1 + pe−11 f
−1
2 a
−1
3 ); c1 = e1f1a
−1
1 ; b1 = f1.
Then applying F1,23, we get[1 e2u1f2 + u2
0 1
]
,
1 u1u2f2u−11 e2 + f2u2
0 1
 , [e1 0
0 f1
]
,
[
e2 0
0 f2
]
,
[
e3 0
0 f3
]
, x1x2x3
 .
Thus the map Ψ is just then map send
(u1, u2, ei, fi)→
(
e2
u1f2
+ u2,
u1u2f2
u−11 e2 + f2u2
, ei, fi
)
.
4.3 The category of geometric multiplicities
Now we are ready to define the categoryMultG of geometric multiplicities.
Definition 4.13. For any semisimple group G, the categoryMultG of geometric multiplicities is:
• The object inMultG is a quadruple M = (M,ΦM ,hwM , πM ), which consists of an irreducible
affine variety M with potential Φ, a rational map hwM : M → H fromM to the Cartan subgroup
H of G and a rational map πM : M → SM fromM to a split torus SM ;
• A morphism f : M → N is a triple of rational maps f1 : M → N , and f2 : H → H and
f3 : SM → SN s.t. hwN ◦ f1 = f2 ◦ hwM and πN ◦ f1 = f3 ◦ πM .
Moreover, we have a binary operation ⋆ inMultG:
M ⋆N := (M ⋆N,ΦM⋆N ,hwM⋆N , πM⋆N ),
where each component is defined as follows:
• M ⋆ N := (M × N) ×H2 M
(2), where the fiber product is over hwM × hwN and the natural
projection prH2 : M
(2) → H2;
• ΦM⋆N (m,n;u, h1, h2) = ΦM (m) + ΦN (n) + ∆2(u, h1, h2);
• hwM⋆N : M ⋆N → H : (m,n, u) 7→ hwM(m)hwN (n)hw(w0uw0);
• SM⋆N = SM × SN ×H
2 and
πM⋆N : M ⋆N → SM × SN ×H
2 : (m,n, u) 7→ (πM (m), πN (n),hwM (m),hwN (n)).
Example 4.14. The first example of objects inMultG is just H := (H, 0, Id, 0). Then H ⋆H is
(M (2),∆2,hw2, π2),
where hw2(u, h1, h2) = h1h2hw(w0uw0) and π2(u, h1, h2) = (h1, h2).
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From the definition, one natural question to ask is whether the binary operation ⋆ is associative. First, by
defintion, the triple product (M1 ⋆ M2) ⋆ M3 isomorphic to (M1 ×M2 ×M3)×H3 M
(3) in the natural
way, so isM1 ⋆ (M2 ⋆M3). By Proposition 4.11, we have the following non-trivial isomorphism, which
will be our associator.
Ψ˜M1,M2,M3 : (M1 ⋆M2) ⋆ M3 (M1 ×M2 ×M3)×H3 M
(3)
(M1 ×M2 ×M3)×H3 M
(3) M1 ⋆ (M2 ⋆ M3)
∼
Id×Ψ
∼
(17)
Theorem 4.15. For a reductive group G, the categoryMultG is monoidal with product M1 ⋆M2 given
by Definition 4.13, and associator given by the formula (17).
Next, we will add positive structure to the categoryMultG.
Definition 4.16. A geometric multiplicity M ∈ MultG is positive if there exists a positive structure
ΘM on M s.t. (M,ΦM ,ΘM ) is a positive variety with potential, and hwM (resp. πM ) is a (ΘM ,ΘH)
(resp. (ΘM ,ΘS)) positive map. For simplicity, we denote byM the quintuple (M,ΦM ,ΘM ,hwM , πM )
as well. A morphism f = (f1, f2, f3) of positive geometric multiplicities M and N is morphism of
geometric multiplicities s.t. f1 : (M,ΦM ,ΘM ) → (N,ΦNΘM ) is morphism of positive varieties, f2
and f2 are positive maps of tori. Denote by Mult
+
G the subcategory of MultG consists of positive
geometric multiplicities.
Proposition 4.17. Denote by ΘM (2) := ΘU ×ΘH ×ΘH the positive structure onM
(2). Then
H ⋆H =
(
M (2),∆2,hw2, π2
)
∈MultG
is a positive geometric multiplicity.
Proof. Let us consider the toric chartΘM (2) := ΘU×ΘH×ΘH forM
(2). What we will show actually is
that (M (2),∆2,ΘM (2)) is a positive variety with potential. Denote by g1 = u1h1w0v1, g2 = u2h2w0v2.
For (u, h1, h2) ∈ U ×H2, choose a lift in G×G as (h1w0u, h2w0). Then one has:
∆2(u, h1, h2) = ∆2 ◦ F
−1
(u, h1, h2)
= ΦBK(h1w0u) + ΦBK(h2w0)− ΦBK(h1w0uh2w0)
= χst(u)− ΦBK(h1w0uh2w0)
= χst(u) + ΦBK(h2u
Thw01 ),
where hw01 is short for w0
−1h1w0 for x ∈ G and the last equality is because that for g = uw0hv
ΦBK(g) = χ
st(u) + χst(v) = −χst
((
uT
)w0)
− χst
((
vT
)w0)
= −ΦBK
((
gT
)w0)
.
Then we see immediately that the function∆2 is positive with respect to the positive structureΘM (2) . ♦
Example 4.18. In the rest of the paper, denote by
(M (n),∆n,hwn, πn) := (· · · ((H ⋆H) ⋆H) ⋆ · · · ⋆H)
the ⋆ products of n copies of H in the canonical order. Denote by u := (u1, . . . , un−1, h1, . . . , hn).
Then the potential ∆n is given by
∆n(u) =
n−1∑
i=1
χst(ui) +
∑
ΦBK(hi+1uip
w0
i (u)),
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where pi(u) = hi
∏i
j=1 hw(w0uiw0)hj . Note that this potential can be interpreted as the decent of the
central charge∆n ofG(n) under the canonical trivialization G(n) ∼= M (n)×HG. We leave it as an excise
for the reader to write down explicit formulas for hwn and πn. Then we know (M (n),∆n,hwn, πn) is a
positive geometric multiplicity.
As a corollary of this proposition, the binary product ⋆ is well defined in the categoryMult+G. Moreover:
Main Theorem 4.19. For any semi-simple algebraic group G, the category Mult+G is monoidal with
product M1 ⋆M2 given by Definition 4.13, and associator given by the formula (17).
Remark 4.20. Because of Theorem 4.15 and Proposition 4.17, what Theorem 4.19 says is that the asso-
ciator Ψ˜M1,M2,M3 in (17) is a positive isomorphism of positive varieties.
4.4 Higher central charges
Actually, there are more U × U -invariant positive functions on G(n), which we call higher central
charges. First, let us denote by
Φl(uhw0u
′) = χst(u), Φr(uhw0u
′) = χst(u′), for uhw0u
′ ∈ Gw0 ,
the two component of ΦBK on G. It is easy to see
Φl(ugu′) = χst(u) + Φl(g), Φr(ugu′) = Φr(g) + χst(u′), for u, u′ ∈ U and g ∈ Gw0 .
Lemma 4.21. The following three functions onG∗G are positive andU×U -invariant: for g1∗g2 ∈ G∗G
c0(g1 ∗ g2) = Φ
r(g1) + Φ
l(g2), c1(g1 ∗ g2) = Φ
l(g1)− Φ
l(g1g2), c2(g1 ∗ g2) = Φ
r(g2)− Φ
r(g1g2).
Proof. First of all, one need to check ci’s are well defined. We only need to prove the positivity c1 and
c2. Recall that one can rewrite [5, Lemma 1.24]
Φl(g) = χst([w0
−1gι]+), Φ
r(g) = χst([w0
−1g]+).
Denote by gi = uihiw0vi, then one compute
Φr(g1)− Φ
r(g1g2) = χ
st(v2)− χ
st([v1u2h2w0]+)− χ
st(v2).
Note that [g−ι]+ = [g]
−ι
+ . Then
χst([g−ι]+) = −χ
st([g]+).
Let b = v1u2t′. Then we have
−χst([bw0]+) = χ
st([b−ιw0]+) = χ
st([b−ιw0
−1]+) = χ
st([w0
−1σ(b)]+)
By [9, Theorem 4.7], the maps b 7→ [w0−1b]+ and σ are positive. Thus we know Φr(g) − Φr(fg) is
positive. It is similar to show that Φl(g1)− Φl(g1g2) is positive. ♦
Remark 4.22. Note that the central charge∆2 we considered before can be written as∆2 = c0+ c1+ c2.
Recall we have the notion of U ×U -varieties, see Definition 4.1. Beside the central charge we defined in
(11), one can get more U × U invariant function by using U × U equivariant maps. To be more precise,
given a U × U -equivariant map f : X → Y of U × U -varieties X and Y , any U × U -invariant function
c on Y can be lifted to a U × U -invariant function c ◦ f on X.
To get U × U -invariant positive functions on G(n), we use the following natural U × U -equivariant
positive projections:
mnk : G
(n) → G(n−1) : g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gn → g1 ∗ · · · ∗ (gkgk+1) ∗ · · · ∗ gn
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and maps
pn : G
(n) → U\G(n−1) : g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gn → [g2 ∗ . . . ∗ gn];
qn : G
(n) → G(n−1)/U : g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gn → [g1 ∗ . . . ∗ gn−1].
If a function ∆ on G(n) is U × U -invariant, then ∆ descends to functions on G(n−1)/U and U\G(n−1),
which will be denoted by∆ as well by abusing of notation.
Proposition 4.23. For any U × U -invariant positive function ∆ on G(n−1), the following functions
∆ ◦mnk , ,∆ ◦ pn, ∆ ◦ qn for k ∈ [1, n − 1]
are U ×U -invariant positive on G(n). Denote by Cn the set of these functions, and we call them central
charges.
Example 4.24. The set C3 for any G is:
c0 ◦m
3
1 : Φ
r(g1g2) + Φ
l(g3); c1 ◦m
3
1 : Φ
l(g1g2)− Φ
l(g1g2g3); c2 ◦m
3
1 : Φ
r(g3)− Φ
r(g1g2g3);
c0 ◦m
3
2 : Φ
r(g1) + Φ
l(g2g3); c1 ◦m
3
2 : Φ
l(g1)− Φ
l(g1g2g3); c2 ◦m
3
2 : Φ
r(g2g3)− Φ
r(g1g2g3);
c0 ◦ p3 : Φ
r(g2) + Φ
l(g3); c0 ◦ q3 : Φ
r(g1) + Φ
l(g2).
Note that functions ci◦p3 and ci◦q3 for i = 1, 2 are not in the list because they are the linear combinations
of the other. For example, we have:
c1 ◦ q3 = c1 ◦m
3
2 − c1 ◦m
3
1.
Also one can check the 8 functions in the list are linear independent. Moreover one can check
3∑
i=1
Φ(gi)− Φ(g1g2g3) = c2 ◦m
3
1 + c1 ◦m
3
2 + c0 ◦ p3 + c0 ◦ p3.
which gives us the central charges on G(3).
Since the higher central charges are U×U invariant, they descend to positive functions onB−×· · ·×B−.
In the following, let us consider G = GL2 and n = 3 and we follow the notation in Example 4.12.
Example 4.25. Note that Φl(xi) = aib
−1
i and Φ
r(xi) = (aibi)
−1. Direct computation gives C3(GL2)
c0 ◦m
3
1 : b
−1
3 X12Y
−1; c1 ◦m
3
1 : a1a2c1c2b3X12Y ; c2 ◦m
3
1 : a3b
−1
3 c3X
−1
12 Y ;
c0 ◦m
3
2 : b
−1
1 X23Y
−1; c1 ◦m
3
2 : a1b
−1
1 c1X
−1
23 Y ; c2 ◦m
3
2 : a2a3c2c3b1X23Y ;
c0 ◦ p3 : b
−1
2 b
−1
3 X
−1
23 ; c0 ◦ q3 : b
−1
1 b
−1
2 X
−1
12 .
where
X−1ij = biaj + cibj ; Y
−1 = b1a2a3 + c1b2a3 + c1c2b3.
Next we will write these functions using coordinates on our geometric multiplicity space. Recall the map
F12,3 and its inverse in Example 4.12, then we can write all these functions onM (2) as
c0 ◦m
3
1 : u2; c1 ◦m
3
1 :
e1e2
f1f2
u−21 u
−1
2 ; c2 ◦m
3
1 :
e3
f3
u−12 ;
c0 ◦m
3
2 : u
′
2; c1 ◦m
3
2 :
e1
f1
·
1
u′2
; c2 ◦m
3
2 :
e2e3
f2f3
(u′1)
−2(u′2)
−1;
c0 ◦ p3 : u
′
1; c0 ◦ p3 : u1.
where we recall
u′1 =
e2
u1f2
+ u2; u
′
2 =
u1u2f2
u−11 e2 + f2u2
.
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4.5 Isomorphism of geometric multiplicities
In this section, we show one example of isomorphism of geometric multiplicities arising from Howe
duality without giving all details. This section is motivated by Howe (GL2,GLn)-duality [15]. Let λ be
a Young diagram of depth 6 n and V nλ be the polynomial representation of GLn parametrized by λ. The
following is clear:⊕
(p1,...,pn)
Sp1(C2)⊗ · · · ⊗ Spl(C2) ∼= C
[
xn xn−1 . . . x1
yn yn−1 . . . y1
]
∼=
⊕
depth(λ)62
V 2λ ⊗ V
n
λ ,
where Sl(Cm) is the symmetric polynomial of degree l. Moreover we have
Sp1(C2)⊗ · · · ⊗ Spn(C2) ∼=
⊕
V lλ(p1, . . . , pn)⊗ V
2
λ . (18)
Thus for the tensor multiplicities, we have [V nλ : S
p1(Cn)⊗ · · · ⊗ Spl(Cn)] = dimV lλ(p1, . . . , pl). The
following argument is to a way to relate our geometric multiplicity M (n) to a subvariety of C2nm .
We consider geometric (pre)-crystals of GL2:
X :=
(
G2m, γ, ϕ, ε, e
r)
,
where for (x, y) ∈ G2m,
γ(x, y) =
[
x 0
0 y
]
, ϕ(x, y) = x−1, ε(x, y) = y−1, ec(x, y) = (cx, c−1y).
Note that X admits a natural potential Φ(x, y) = x + y. By [5, Definition 2.15], we consider the n
copies ofX . Write the basis variety of Xn :=
(
G2nm , γn, ϕn, εn, e
r
n
)
as 2× n matrix with the following
coordinates:
x :=
[
xn xn−1 · · · x1
yn yn−1 · · · y1
]
with potential Φn =
∑n
1 (xi + yi). Direct computation shows that
εn(x) =
n−1∑
i=0
x1 · · · xi
y1 · · · yi+1
=
1
y1
(
1 +
n−1∑
i=1
x1 · · · xi
y2 · · · yi+1
)
.
LetH := {diag(x, y) | x, y ∈ Gm} be the Cartan subgroup of GL2 and
T := {diag(x, 1) | x ∈ Gm} ⊂ H
be a subgroup of H . Consider the subvariety Y of G2nm given by y1 = 1. Then we have the following
positive geometric multiplicity:
Mn2 := (Y,Φn + εn, IdY γn, pn) ,
where pn : Mn2 → T
n by sending x to diag(x1, 1) × diag(xnyn, 1) IdY is the positive structure on Y .
Recall we have a positive geometric multiplicity (Un−1 ×Hn,∆n,hwn, πn) for GL2, which restrict to
Un2 := (U
n−1 × T n,∆n,Θ
n−1
U × θ
n
T ,hwn, πn).
Denote by u := (u1, . . . , un−1; e1, . . . , en) the natural coordinates on Un2 . Then
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Theorem 4.26. The following map Ψ : Mn2 → U
n
2 is a morphism of positive geometric multiplicities:
ui ◦ Ψ = yi+1; ei ◦ Ψ = xiyi,
i.e., we have hwn ◦ Ψ = γn, πn ◦ Ψ = pn and Φn + εn −∆n ◦ Ψ is positive. Moreover,
dimC
[
(γn, pn)
−t(µ;λ1, . . . , λn)
]
= dimC
[
(hwn, πn)
−t(µ;λ1, . . . , λn)
]
, (19)
where µ ∈ X∗(H) and λi ∈ X∗(T ).
Proof. Note that hwn ◦ Ψ = γn and πn ◦ Ψ = pn is clear from the definition. Recall that ∆n is given by
∆n(u) =
n−1∑
i=1
(
ui +
ei+1
ui
+
e1 · · · ei
(u1 · · · ui−1)2
·
1
ui
)
.
Direct computation shows
ei+1
ui
= xi+1;
e1 · · · ei
(t1 · · · ui−1)2
·
1
ui
=
x1 · · · xi
y2 · · · yi+1
.
Thus Φn + εn −∆n ◦ Ψ = x1 + 2. It is easy to see that
(Φn + εn)
t = (Φn + εn − x1 − 2)
t.
Thus we get the comparison (19). ♦
We hope to generalize the result here to Howe (GLm,GLn)-duality in future work.
5 From Positive Geometric Multiplicities to Tensor Multiplicities
In this section, we will explain how pass from the geometric multiplicities to tensor multiplicities by the
usage of tropicalization.
ForM = (M,ΦM ,ΘM ,hwM , πM ) ∈Mult
+
G, the tropicalization of the positive map πM ×hwM gives
a morphism of affine tropical varieties:
(πM × hwM )
t : (M,ΦM )
t → St ×Ht = X∗(S)×X∗(H),
where X∗(S) (resp. X∗(H)) is the cocharacter lattice of the torus S (resp. H). Note that X∗(H) is
isomorphic naturally to the character lattice X∗(H∨) of G∨. For (ξ, λ∨) ∈ X∗(S)×X∗(H), denote by
M tξ,λ∨ := (πM × hwM )
−t(ξ, λ∨)
the tropical fiber of (M,ΦM )t. We say the positive geometric multiplicity M is finite if the morphism
(πM × hwM )
t is finite as in Definition 2.2.
To each positive geometric multiplicity M , we assign a G∨-module V(M) to M via
V(M) =
⊕
(ξ,λ∨)∈X∗(S)×X
+
∗ (H)
C[M tξ,λ∨ ]⊗ Vλ∨ ,
where X+∗ (H) is the set of dominant integral coweights of G and Vλ∨ is the irreducible representation
of G∨ with highest weight λ∨. Denote byModG∨ the category of G∨-modules.
Main Theorem 5.1. The assignments M 7→ V(M) is a monoidal functor fromMult+G toModG∨ .
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For ξ ∈ X∗(S), define the typical ξ-component Vξ(M) by
Vξ(M) :=
⊕
λ∨∈X+∗ (H)
C[M tξ,λ∨]⊗ Vλ∨ . (20)
Then we have a similar statement as Theorem 5.1 for the typical components:
Theorem 5.2. Given positive geometric multiplicities Mi for i = 1, 2, one has the following natural
isomorphism of G∨-modules
Vξ1,ξ2,λ∨,ν∨(M1 ⋆M2)
∼= Iλ∨ (Vξ1(M1))⊗ Iν∨ (Vξ1(M2)) , (21)
where Iλ∨(V ) denotes the λ
∨-th isotypic component of a G∨-module V .
One of the fundamental problems of the representation of G is to determine the tensor product multiplic-
ity cµλ,ν of Vµ in Vλ ⊗ Vν . Now we can find a solution to this problem by using Theorem 5.2:
Theorem 5.3. The positive geometric multiplicity (M (2),∆2,hw2, π2) is finite and the tensor multiplic-
ity cµ
∨
λ∨,ν∨ is the multiplicity of (λ
∨, ν∨, µ∨) over (π2 × hw2)
t, i.e.,
cµ
∨
λ∨,ν∨ = dimC
[(
M (2)
)t
λ∨,ν∨,µ∨
]
.
Proof. Note that H := (H, 0, Id, 0) is an object in the categoryMult+G. By definition,
V(H) =
⊕
λ∨∈X+∗ (H)
Vλ∨ .
By Proposition 4.17, the geometric multiplicity H ⋆ H = (M (2),∆2,hw2, π2) is positive. Applying
Theorem 5.2 toH ⋆H:
Vλ∨,ν∨(H ⋆H) ∼= Vλ∨(H)⊗ Vν∨(H) = Vλ∨ ⊗ Vν∨ .
Together with the definition (20) of Vλ∨,ν∨(H ⋆H), one gets:
Vλ∨ ⊗ Vν∨ ∼= Vλ∨,ν∨(H ⋆H) =
⊕
λ∈X+∗ (H)
C
[(
M (2)
)t
λ∨,ν∨,µ∨
]
⊗ Vµ∨ ,
which gives the statement we need. ♦
Similarly, for n > 2, denote by cµλ1,...,λn the higher tensor multiplicities:
n⊗
i=1
Vλi =
⊕
µ
cµλ1,...,λnVµ.
Theorem 5.4. For n > 2, the positive geometric multiplicity (M (n),∆n,hwn, πn) is finite and the tensor
multiplicity cµ
∨
λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n
the multiplicity of (λ∨1 , . . . , λ
∨
n , µ
∨) over (πn × hwn)
t, i.e.,
cµ
∨
λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n
= dimC
[(
M (n)
)t
λ∨1 ,...,λ
∨
n ,µ
∨
]
.
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6 Combinatoric Expressions of Tensor Multiplicities
6.1 Preliminary on representation theory
Recall that the coordinate algebra Q[G] can be realized as certain subalgebra of algebra U(g)∗ :=
HomQ(U(g),Q) such that the evaluation pairing (f, x) → f(x) for f ∈ Q[G] and x ∈ U(g) is non-
degenerate. This turns Q[G] into a U(g)⊗ U(g)-module in the natural way. For x ∈ n⊕ n−,
((x,1)f)(g) :=
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
exp(txT )g
)
, ((1, x)f)(g) :=
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f (g exp(tx)) ,
where 1 is the unite in the algebra U(g). Note that both actions of U(g) are left actions. To distinguish
them, let us denote by UL(g) (resp. UR(g)) for the action of U(g) ⊗ 1 (resp. 1⊗ U(g)). By algebraic
Peter-Weyl Theorem, we have the following U(g)⊗ U(g)-modules isomorphism
Q[G] ∼=
⊕
λ∈X∗+(H)
Vλ ⊗ V
′
λ,
where Vλ (resp. V ′λ) is the irreducible U
L(g) (resp. UR(g)) module with highest weight λ. Here as
function on G, an element v ⊗ v′ ∈ Vλ ⊗ V ′λ evaluate at g ∈ G by
v ⊗ v′(g) = 〈v, g.v′〉,
where g.v′ is the action of g on v′, and 〈·, ·〉 is unique paring such that 〈vλ, vλ〉 = 1 and 〈v, g.v′〉 =
〈(gT ).v, v′〉. Again by algebraic Peter-Weyl Theorem, one finds
Q[G]U ∼=
⊕
λ∈X∗+(H)
Vλ ⊗ v
′
λ. (22)
Note that Q[U−] is a U(n−)⊗ U(n−)-module. For each f ∈ Q[G], denote by π− : Q[G] → Q[U−] the
restriction f |U− of f to U
−. The following is immediate:
Lemma 6.1. For any dominant integral weight λ, one has:
• The restriction of π− to Vλ ⊗ v
′
λ is an injective homomorphism of U
L(g)-module;
• The image of Vλ ⊗ v
′
λ is described by
π−(Vλ ⊗ v
′
λ) =
{
f− ∈ Q[U
−]
∣∣∣ (e∗i )〈λ,α∨i 〉+1 f− = 0,∀i ∈ I} ,
where (e∗i f)(u−) :=
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
f (u− exp(tfi)).
As a corollary, for any function f ∈ Q[U−], there exists a dominant integral weight λ such that
f ∈ π−(Vλ ⊗ v
′
λ) ⊂ Q[U
−]. (23)
Then by Lemma 6.1, there exists Fλ ∈ Q[G]U such that Fλ|U− = f . The function Fλ will be called a
lift of f . Note that the lift of f is not unique. Among the set Λ(f) of λ’s satisfying (23) for f ∈ Q[U−],
there exists a minimal one λmin, in the sense that 〈λmin, α∨i 〉 6 〈λ, α
∨
i 〉 for all i ∈ I and all λ ∈ Λ(f).
We refer to Fλmin the minimal lift of f . In general, it is not easy to find λ
min. While, if f is of the form
π−(vw0µ ⊗ v), we have
Proposition 6.2. For an integral dominant weight µ and an element vw0µ ⊗ v ∈ Vµ ⊗ V
′
µ, where vw0µ
is the lowest weight vector in Vµ and v is any vector in V
′
µ. The weight λ
min of the minimal lift for
π−(vw0µ ⊗ v) is given by λ
min =
∑
ciωi, where ci is smallest number such that f
ci+1
i v = 0.
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Proof. We need to find the minimal ci such that(
(e∗i )
ci+1 π−(vw0µ ⊗ v)
)
(u−) = 0, ∀u− ∈ U−,
which is equivalent to find minimal ci such that
〈vw0µ, u−f
ci+1
i v〉 = 0,∀u− ∈ U−. (24)
Since vw0ωi is the lowest weight vector, (u−)
T vw0µ runs over the whole module Vµ. Then the condition
(24) boils down to find minimal ci such that f
ci+1
i v = 0, which is what we need to show here. ♦
Next, let us introduce the so called generalized minors on G. For a dominant weight µ ∈ X∗+(H) of G,
the principal minor ∆µ is a regular function G→ Ga uniquely determined by
∆µ(u−au) := µ(a), for any u− ∈ U
−, a ∈ H,u ∈ U.
For any two weights γ and δ of the form γ = wµ and δ = vµ, where w, v ∈ W , the generalized minor
∆wµ,vµ is a regular function on G given by
∆γ,δ(g) = ∆wµ,vµ(g) := ∆µ(w
−1gv), for all g ∈ G.
If G = SLn, the generalized minors are minors. Define the fundamental coweights ω∨i as the dual of
simple roots: ω∨i (αj) = δij , and the fundamental weights ωi as the dual of simple coroots: ωi(α
∨
j ) = δij .
Note that the fundamental coweights of g are fundamental weights of the Langlands dual Lie algebra g∨
of g. Using generalized minors, the function ΦBK can be written as[5, Corollary 1.25]:
ΦBK =
∑
i∈I
∆w0ωi,siωi +∆w0siωi,ωi
∆w0ωi,ωi
∈ Q[Gw0 ]. (25)
For a dominant integral weight λ ∈ X∗+(H), which can be written uniquely as
λ =
∑
i∈I
ci(λ)ωi, ci(λ) ∈ Z>0,
the principal minor ∆λ is of the form
∆λ =
∏
i∈I
∆ci(λ)ωi . (26)
One can check that for h, h′ ∈ H and ei in the Chevalley generators
(h, h′) ·∆λ = h
λh′
λ
∆λ, (ei,1) ·∆λ = (1, ei) ·∆λ = 0 for i ∈ I,
thus we conclude that ∆λ is the highest weight vector in the U(g)⊗ U(g)-module Vλ ⊗ V ′λ ⊂ Q[G].
Next we will use Proposition 6.2 to find the weight of the minimal lift of ∆w0ωi,siωi , which is not U -
invariant in ΦBK :
Proposition 6.3. Denote by Fλi the minimal lift of ∆w0ωi,siωi
∣∣
U−
. Then λi = ωi + siωi.
Proof. Note that ∆w0ωi,siωi = vw0ωi ⊗ v
′
siωi . Fix the index i, what we need to find is the minimal cj as
in Proposition 6.2. Recall that for any integral dominant weight µ and w ∈W , the following map
f
〈wµ,α∨j 〉
j : Vµ(wµ) → Vµ(sjwµ) (27)
is an isomorphism if ℓ(sjw) = ℓ(w) + 1. Thus v′siωi is a multiple of fiv
′
ωi , then we need to find minimal
cj such that
f
cj+1
j fiv
′
ωi = 0.
By (27), one find cj = −aji for j 6= i and ci = 0. Thus we get λi = −
∑
j 6=i ajiωj = ωi + siωi. ♦
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Corollary 6.4. The function Fλi is bi-homogeneous of degree (w0ωi + ωi, siωi + ωi).
Proof. By definition we have ∆w0ωi,siωi |U− = Fλi |U− . Since Fλi is U -invariant, we get
∆w0ωi,siωi([g]−) = Fλi(g)∆
−1
λi
(g).
By the uniqueness of Gaussian decomposition, one has [hg]− = h[g]−h−1 and [gh]− = [g]−. Thus Fλi
is of bi-degree (w0ωi − siωi + λi, λi) = (w0ωi + ωi, siωi + ωi). ♦
Example 6.5. For G = SLn, we have λi = ωi−1 + ωi+1. One can find the minimal lift of ∆w0ωi,siωi by
expanding each minor along the last column. For our convenience, we write them down for n = 4
∆w0ω1,s1ω1([g]−) =
∆s3s2ω2,ω2(g)
∆ω2(g)
;
∆w0ω2,s2ω2([g]−) =
∆s2s1ω1,ω1(g)∆s3ω3,ω3(g)−∆w0ω1,ω1(g)∆ω3(g)
∆ω1+ω3(g)
;
∆w0ω3,s3ω3([g]−) =
∆s1s2ω2,ω2(g)
∆ω2(g)
.
6.2 Combinatoric expressions of tensor multiplicities
First of all, let us introduce the notion of (i,K,L)-trail, which is more general than the i-trail introduced
in [9]. For any finite dimensional representation V of g, let V = ⊕γ∈PV (γ) be the weight decomposi-
tion. Let P (V ) be the set of weights of V , which is the set of elements γ ∈ P such that V (γ) 6= 0.
Let γ and δ be two weights (not necessary extremal) in P (V ). Given a decorated word (i,K,L), let
I(i,K,L) = (j1, . . . , jn) be the associated double word as before. An (i,K,L)-trail from γ to δ in V is
a sequence of weights π = (γ = γ0, γ1, . . . , γn = δ) such that:
(1) for l = 1, . . . , n, we have γl−1 − γl = sgn (jl) clαjl for some non-negative integer cl;
(2) e
(c1)
j1
· · · e
(cn)
jn
is a non-zero linear map from V (δ) to V (γ),
where we use the (decorated) divided power
e
(n)
i :=
{
eni /n!, if i > 0
fni /n!, if i < 0
.
Moreover, for a specific vector f ∈ V (δ), a (i,K,L)-trail for f is a (i,K,L)-trail satisfying
(2′) e
(c1)
j1
· · · e
(cn)
jn
f is non-zero.
If V is irreducible and the highest weights γ and δ are extremal, the condition (2′) is redundant since
dim(V (γ)) = 1. For a (i,K,L)-trail π in Vωi from γ to δ, denote by al
al(π) =

1
2
(γl−1 − γl)α
∨
il
, if jl > 0
−
1
2
(γl−1 + γl)α
∨
il
, if jl < 0
Remark 6.6. For the decoration K = L = ∅, the definition of (i,K,L)-trail recovers the i-trail in [9,
Definition 2.1] and we have al = cl which recovers [9, Eq 2.1].
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Recall that ∆w0ωi,siωi has minimal lift Fλi ∈ Vλi with λi = ωi + siωi, and Fλi is bi-homogeneous of
degree (w0ωi + ωi, λi). Denote by
fλi := Fλi ◦ T.
Recall that vK := wiK for a given decorated reduced word (i = (i1, . . . , im),K,L).
Theorem 6.7. Let λ, µ, ν be three dominant weights for g and (i = (i1, . . . , im),K,L) be any decorated
reduced word of w0. Then the multiplicity c
µ
λ,ν is equal to the number of integer m-tuples (t1, . . . , tm) ∈
Zm satisfying the following conditions:
•
∑
tlrlαil = λ+ ν − µ, where rl =
∏
k>l,jk>0
sjk with product in decreasing order;
•
∑
al(π)tl > 0 for any i and any (i,K,L)-trail π from vkω
∨
i to siω
∨
i in Vω∨i ;
•
∑
al(π)tl > 〈ω
∨
i , λ+ siν − µ〉 for any i and any (i,K,L)-trail π from vkω
∨
i to w0siω
∨
i in Vω∨i ;
•
∑
al(π)tl > 〈ω
∨
i , siλ+ν−µ〉 for any i and any (i,K,L)-trail π for fλ∨i from vkλ
∨
i to w0ω
∨
i +ω
∨
i
in Vλ∨i .
Remark 6.8. Note for K = L = ∅, it recovers [9, Theorem 2.3].
7 Geometric Lift of Reduction Multiplicities
Here we will consider reduction multiplicities following [9, Section 2.4]. For a subset J ⊂ I =
{1, . . . , r}, denote by gJ the corresponding Levi subalgebra generated by the Cartan subalgebra h and
{ej , fj | j ∈ J}. A weight β ∈ P (g) is dominant for gJ if 〈β, α∨j 〉 > 0 for all j ∈ J . Denote by PJ (g)
the set of dominant weights for gJ . Denote by V Jβ the irreducible gJ - module with highest weight β.
What we want to compute now is the multiplicity of V Jβ in the irreducible g-module Vλ. Denote by w
J
0
the longest element of the parabolic subgroup in W generated by sj for any j ∈ J . Denote the Levi
subgroup by L ⊂ G and wP = (wJ0 )
−1w0.
Theorem 7.1. [9, Theorem 2.8] For any reduced word i = i1, . . . , in of wP = (w
J
0 )
−1w0, the multiplic-
ity of V Jβ in the irreducible g-module Vλ is equal to the number of n-tuples (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Z
m satisfying
the following conditions:
•
∑
k dk(π)tk > 0 for any i-trail π from w
J
0ω
∨
i to w0siω
∨
i in Vω∨i ;
•
∑
tkαik = λ− β;
• tk +
∑
l>k aik,iltl 6 λ(α
∨
ik
).
Theorem 7.2. The geometric lift of the reduction multiplicity is the following object:
L := (L∨;wP ,e ×H∨,ΦL,hwL, πL) ∈MultL
where each component is given by
ΦL(x, h) :=
∑
i∈I
∆wPω∨i ,siω∨i (x) +
∑
i∈I
h−α
∨
i
∆siw∨i ,ω∨i (x)
∆w∨i ,ω∨i (x)
;
hwL : L
∨;wP ,e ×H∨ → H∨ : (x, h) → h;
πL : L
∨;wP ,e ×H∨ → H∨ : (x, h) → h · [x]0.
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Proof. One only need to verify that for the following positive chart
η : Tn → L∨;wP ,e : (t1, . . . , tn) 7→ x
∨
−i1(t1) · · · x
∨
−in(tn),
the tropical fiber (hwL, πL)−t(β, λ) gives the combinatoric expression in Theorem 7.1. ♦
As in the story of tensor multiplicities, different toric charts of L∨;wP ,e ×H∨ will bring us many more
combinatoric expression for reduction multiplicities. Here we will only show the following example and
leave the general case in the future work.
Example 7.3. Let G be SLn+1 and J = {1, . . . , n}/{n − 1}. Then the Levi subgroup L is the
subgroup of GLn−1×GL2 consisting of elements (x, y) satisfying det(x) det(y) = 1, and wP =
sn−1 · · · s1 · sn · · · s2. In what follows, we will give some new combinatoric expressions for the re-
duction multiplicities using the separable decorated word for wP . Recall that by Theorem 3.1, we have
the following open embedding
Lw
−1,v−1 →֒ Lw
−1v,e : x→ [xv]−[xv]0
where v,w ∈W satisfying ℓ(v) + ℓ(w) = ℓ(v−1w). For k ∈ [0, n − 1], one can write x ∈ LwP ,e as
x = [x−n+1(an−1) · · · x−k(ak) · x2(b2) · · · xn(bn) · x1(a1) · · · xk−1(ak−1)sk−1 · · · s1 · sn · · · s1]60.
Note that xi(t)si = x−i(t−1)xi(−t−1). By [9, Proposition 7.2], one can rewrite x as
x = x−n+1(pn−1) · · · x−1(p1) · x−n(qn) · · · x−2(q2),
where pi’s and qj’s are given by rational functions of ai’s and bj’s. To illustrate, set n = 4, and k = 3,
p3 = a3; p2 = (a2 + b2)
−1; p1 = a
−1
1 a
−1
2 ;
q4 = b
−1
4 ; q3 = a
−1
2 b
−1
3 b
−1
4 ; q2 = a
−1
1 a
−1
2 b
−1
2 b
−1
3 b
−1
4 (a2 + b2).
Note that the reduction multiplicity in Theorem 7.1 is the tropical fiber of L in coordinate pi’s and qj’s.
The piecewise linear map between (p1, . . . , pn−1; q2, . . . , qn)t and (a1, . . . , an−1; b2, . . . , bn)t will bring
us new combinatoric expressions other than the one in Theorem 7.1.
For the word wP = (sn−1 · · · s1) · (sn · · · s2), using the tricks in Lemma 3.5 , one can get at least n− 2
non-equivalent decorations, which will give us at least n− 2 new combinatoric expressions (up to linear
transformation).
8 Proofs of Results in Section 4
Note that we have the following two procedures: On the one hand, to a trivializable (U × U,χst)-
bicrystals (X,p,ΦX) with an U ×U -invariant function πX : X → S, one has a geometric multiplicities
as (U\X/U,∆X ,hwX , πX), where hwX := hw ◦ p.
On the other hand, using the fact that G is a (U × U,χst)-bicrystal, for any M ∈ MultG, one can
construct a (U × U,χst)-bicrystal as follows:
XM := M ×H G, αM : U ×XM × U → XM : u · (m, g) · u
′ 7→ (m,ugu′),
where the fiber product is over hwM : M → H and hw: G→ H , and moreover
pM : XM → G : (m, g) 7→ g, ΦXM (m, g) := ΦM(m) + ΦBK(g).
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Proof of Theorem 4.15. Wewill show first that the equivalence of category TriUBG andMultG. From
the discussion above, we have the following functors:
F : TriUBG →MultG : (X ∼= U\X/U ×H G,ΦX)→ (U\X/U,∆X);
G : MultG → TriUBG : (M,ΦM )→ (M ×H G,ΦM +ΦBK).
One can check that FG (resp. GF) is natural isomorphic to the identity functor for MultG (resp.
TriUBG). Moreover, by definition we have G(M ⋆N) ∼= G(M) ∗ G(N) and the following commuting
diagram:
G((M1 ⋆ M2) ⋆ M3) G(M1 ⋆ (M2 ⋆M3))
(G(M1) ∗ G(M2)) ∗ G(M3) G(M1) ∗ (G(M2) ∗ G(M3))
G(Ψ˜M1,M2,M3 )
∼ ∼
∼
, (28)
where all the ∼’s are natural isomorphisms. Since TriUBG is a monoidal category with trivial associa-
tor, we knowMultG is a monoidal category with associator given by the formula (17). ♦
Following the spirit of [5], we say (U ×U,χst)-bicrystal (X,p,Φ) is positive trivializable if there exist
positive structures for X− := p−1(B−) and U\X/U respectively, such that the map ϕ in (12) and its
inverse ϕ−1 restrict to positive birational isomorphisms of unipotent bicrystals:
ϕ− : X
− ∼←→ U\X/U ×H B
− : (ϕ−1)−. (29)
Proof of Theorem 4.19. Because of Theorem 4.15 and Remark 4.20, what we need to show is that the
following map F and its inverse F−1 are isomorphisms of positive varieties with potential:
F : B− ×B− → (U ×H2)×H B
− : (g1, g2) 7→ (π(g1, g2),hw(g1),hw(g2), g1g2) . (30)
By [5, Claim 3.41], we know that F is positive. What left is to show F−1 is a positive isomorphism.
In what follows, we will first give explicit formulas (31)-(33) for the inverse of F . Then show that
(31)-(33) are positive with respect to the positive structures given by Lemma 3.9.
Note that Le,w0 is open dense in U andGw0,e is open dense inB−. Let (u, h1, h2, y) ∈ (Le,w0×H2)×H
Gw0,e. We will find the expression of gi in terms of u, y and hi. Since
hwM (2)(u, h1, h2) = hw(y),
there exists a unique pair (u1, v2) ∈ U × U such that y = u1w0h
w0
1 uh2w0v2, where h
w0 is short for
w0
−1hw0. Denote by x = h
w0
1 uh2 for simplicity. Then by taking [·]+ part of w0
−1y, we have
[w0
−1y]+ = [w0
−1u1w0xw0v2]+ = [xw0]+v2
since w0−1u1w0 ∈ B− and v2 ∈ U . Therefore we have
v2 = [w0
−1y]+[xw0]
−1
+ . (31)
Now let’s applying ι to y, we have yι = vι2w0x
ιw0u
ι
1. Then using (31), we get
uι1 = [w0
−1yι]+[x
ιw0]
−1
+ . (32)
In order to write gi as uihiw0vi, we just need to define
v1 = [u1h1w0]
−1
+ , and u
ι
2 = [v
ι
2w0h
−1
2 ]
−1
+ . (33)
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Now one can easily check that (33) does give the inverse of F .
What’s next is to show the positivity. Note that the restriction of ι on Gw0,e is positive with respect to
the positive structure. Thus the positivity of (31) implies the positivity of (32). What we will show next
is that the two factors of (31)
η : Gw0,e → U : g 7→ [w0
−1g]+ and ζ : G
e,w0 → U : g 7→ [gw0]
−1
+
are positive. Then the positivity of (33) follows from the positivity of the map ζ .
First, by [5, Claim 3.25,(3.6)] and the fact that ι is positive, one knows η is positive.
Second, write b := [gw0]−[gw0]0, then one has ζ(g) = w0−1g−1b. Applying (·)
ι to both side of equation
ζ(g) = w0
−1g−1b, we get
ζ(g)ι = bιw0
−1σ(g), (34)
where σ(g) = w0g−ιw0−1. Thus we get ζ(g)ι = [w0−1σ(g)T ]+. Since σ(g)T is positive by [9, Eq
(4.6)], the map ζ is positive. ♦
9 Proofs of Results in Section 5
In [5], the authors constructed a functor
B : UB+G →ModG∨
from the category UB+G of positive unipotent bicrystals [5, Definition 3.29] to the category ModG∨ of
G∨ module by passing through the geometric crystals and Kashiwara crystals [5, Claim 6.9, 6.10, 6.12,
Theorem 6.15]. Here we briefly recall some properties of the functor B.
Let (X,p,Φ) be a positive unipotent bicrystals. Denote by hwX := hw◦p : X → H the highest weight
map of X. In what follows, we write X for (X,p,Φ) for simplicity. Then we have
(1) B(X ∗X ′) ∼= B(X)⊗ B(X ′) and B is monoidal.
Denote by πX : X → S an U × U -invariant positive map to a torus S. Then the G∨-module B(X) can
be parametrized over ξ ∈ X∗(S) as direct sums of G∨-submodules, i.e.,
(2) B(X) =
⊕
ξ∈X∗(S)
Bξ(X).
Moreover, the typical components respect the convolution product ∗:
(1′) Bξ1,ξ2(X1 ∗X2)
∼= Bξ1(X1)⊗ Bξ2(X2).
For the positive unipotent bicrystal G := (G, IdG,ΦBK) and the U × U -invariant map hw: G→ H:
(3) For λ∨ ∈ X+∗ (H), one has Bλ∨(G) ∼= Vλ∨ , where Vλ∨ is the irreducible G
∨ module with highest
weight λ∨; for λ∨ /∈ X+∗ (H), one has Bλ∨(G) = ∅.
Let (M,ΦM ) be positive variety with potential (positive) fibered over torusH×S. For unipotent bicrystal
(X = (X,α),p,Φ), denote by XM := (M ×H X,α′), where α′(u, (m,x), u) = (m,α(u, x, u′)).
Thus (XM ,p,ΦM +Φ) is a positive unipotent bicrystal (positive) fibered over H × S, then we have for
(λ∨, ξ) ∈ X∗(H)×X∗(S)
(4) Bλ∨,ξ(XM ) ∼= C[M tλ∨,ξ]⊗Bλ∨(X), whereM
t
λ∨,ξ is the tropical fiber ofM over (λ
∨, ξ).
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Note that we have the following functor
G : Mult+G → TriUB
+
G : (M,ΦM )→ (M ×H G,ΦM +ΦBK).
Then the assignmentM 7→ V(M) is just the combination of B◦F by the properties (3, 4) we list above.
Thus we conclude that V is a monoidal functor. ♦
Proof of Theorem 5.2. First note that Vξ(M) ∼= Bξ(F(M)). Then by the property (1, 1′, 4) listed above,
we have:
Vξ1,ξ2,λ∨,ν∨(M1 ⋆M2)
∼= Bλ∨,ξ1 (F(M1))⊗ Bν∨,ξ2 (F(M2))
∼= Iλ∨ (Vξ1(M1))⊗ Iν∨ (Vξ1(M2)) ,
which is what want to show. ♦
10 Proofs of Results in Section 6
In this section, we will show that how to use certain positive structure on geometric multiplicityH⋆H ∼=
M (2) to give a combinatoric expression for the tensor multiplicities. In this section, to a decorated word
(i,K,L), let I(i,K,L) = (j1, . . . , jn) be the associated double word as before.
First, let us explain how to express functions f ∈ Q[G] by using the factorization parameters. Denote by
zi :=
{
xi, if i > 0
yi, if i < 0
.
The valuation of f ∈ Q[G] at zI(t1, . . . , tn) = zj1(t1) · · · zjn(tn) defines a homomorphism of algebras:
Q[G]→ Sym[t±1 , . . . , t
±
n ] : f 7→ f(zI(t1, . . . , tn)).
Consider Q[G] as U(g) ⊗ U(g) module as before. The coefficient of each monomial tc11 · · · t
cn
l in
f(zI(t1, . . . , tn)) is given by ((
1, e
(c1)
j1
· · · e
(cn)
jn
)
f
)
(e),
where e is the identity element in G and e(n)i is the (decorated) divided power
e
(n)
i :=
{
eni /n!, if i > 0
fni /n!, if i < 0
.
This is simply by induction on the length of I and the following observation:
f (g exp(tei)) =
∑
tn
((
1, e
(n)
i
)
f
)
(g).
If f bi-homogeneous of degree (γ, δ), the value f(e) can be non-zero only if γ = δ. In this case, the
evaluation f(zI(t1, . . . , tn)) contains only monomial t
c1
1 · · · t
cn
n such that
∑
sgn(jl)clαjl = γ − δ.
Lemma 10.1. For a decorated word (i,K,L) with associated double word I = (j1, . . . , jn) and a
dominant integral weight λ, a bi-homogeneous function fwλ,δ ∈ Vλ ⊗ V
′
λ ⊂ Q[G] of degree (wλ, δ) for
some w ∈W has evaluation
fwλ,δ(zI(t1, · · · , tn)) =
∑
π
Nπt
c1(π)
1 · · · t
cn(π)
n ,
where Nπ ∈ Q
∗ and the sum on RHS is over all (i,K,L)-trails for fwλ,δ from wλ to δ in Vλ.
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Proof. Denote by γ = wλ. Note that for v ∈ Vλ(δ),
h(e
(c)
j v) =
[
h, e
(c)
j
]
v + e
(c)
j hv = 〈h, δ + sgn(j)cαj〉e
(c)
j v.
Thus for cl > 0 satisfying
∑
sgn(il)clαjl = γ − δ, the linear map(
1, e
(c1)
j1
· · · e
(cn)
jn
)
: Vλ(γ)⊗ V
′
λ(δ) → Vλ(γ)⊗ V
′
λ(γ)
is well defined. Since γ = wλ is extremal, we know the Vλ(γ) ⊗ V ′λ(γ) is one dimensional. Thus the
homomorphism
(
1, e
(c1)
j1
· · · e
(cn)
jn
)
is non-zero if and only if((
1, e
(c1)
j1
· · · e
(cn)
jn
)
f
)
(e),
which is exactly the definition of (i,K,L)-trail π for fwλ,δ in Vλ. ♦
Lemma 10.2. [9, Lemma 6.1] For any double word (j1, . . . , jn), we have:
xj1(t1) · · · xjn(tn) = zj1(t
′
1) · · · zjn(t
′
n) ·
∏
jl<0
t
−α∨jl
l , where t
′
l = tl
∏
k<l,jk<0
t
sgn(−il)ajk,jl
i .
Proof. First of all, write xil(t) = yjl(t)t
−α∨il for jl < 0. Also note we have: hxi(t) = xi(hαit)h and
hyi(t) = yi(h
−αit)h for any h ∈ H . ♦
Proposition 10.3. For a decorated word (i,K,L) with associated double word I = (j1, . . . , jn) and a
dominant integral weight λ, a bi-homogeneous function fwλ,δ ∈ Vλ ⊗ V
′
λ ⊂ Q[G] of degree (wλ, δ) for
some w ∈W has evaluation
fwλ,δ(xI(t1, · · · , tn)) =
∑
π
Nπt
a1(π)
1 · · · t
am(π)
m ,
where Nπ ∈ Q
∗ and the sum on RHS is over all (i,K,L)-trails for fwλ,δ from wλ to δ in Vλ, and
al(π) =

1
2
(γl−1 − γl)α
∨
il
, if jl > 0
−
1
2
(γl−1 + γl)α
∨
il
, if jl < 0
Moreover if fwλ,δ is a positive rational function, then
f twλ,δ(x
σ
i (t1, · · · , tm)) = minπ
{a1(π)t1 + · · ·+ am(π)tm} ,
where the RHS is over all (i, (k, σ))-trails for fwλ,δ from wλ to δ in Vλ.
Proof. The first part of the statement is just the combination of Lemma 10.1 and Lemma 10.2. Note that
cl = sgn(jl)(γl−1 − γl)α
∨
jl
/2. Focus on monomial term. For jl > 0, the parameter tl only appears in t′l
who has power cl. So the power of tl is cl. For jl < 0, the parameter tl appears in t′k for k > l who has
power ck and in the additional torus
∏
jl<0
t
−α∨jl
l . Put all this together, we have
〈−α∨jl , δ〉 +
∑
k>l
ck sgn(−ik)〈αjk , α
∨
jl
〉+ cl = −
1
2
(γl−1 + γl)α
∨
il
.
For the second part, note that for trails π and π′, the vector
(a1(π)t1, . . . , am(π)tm), and (a1(π
′)t1, . . . , am(π
′)tm)
are linear independent. By [5, Corollary 4.10(a)], we find the result. ♦
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Remark 10.4. For the simply-laced simple group, one can actually show that all the coefficients Nπ of
fλi are positive. One may extend this result to any semi-simple group. What we used in the proof is
weaker than all coefficients Nπ are positive.
By this proposition, one can describe the tropicalization of minimal lift fλi := Fλi ◦ T since we know
that fλi is a positive rational function having bidegree (λi, w0ωi + ωi).
Proof of Theorem 6.7. By Lemma 3.9, to decorated reduced word (i,K,L) ∈ R̂(w0) we have a toric
chart ξI on Le,w0 . Then we need to compute the potential ∆2 on U ×H2, where
∆2(u, h1, h2) = χ
st(u) + ΦBK(h2u
Thw01 ),
Recall that the function ΦBK can be written using generalized minors as:
ΦBK =
∑
i∈I
∆w0siωi,ωi +∆w0ωi,siωi
∆w0ωi,ωi
∈ Q[Gw0 ],
and the stand character χst can be written as χst =
∑
∆ωi,siωi .
Next let’s compute each term in the potential ∆2 using ξI. Denote by v = vK for simplicity. Then for
any w ∈W , we compute the characters of u first:
∆ωi,siωi(u) = ∆ωi,siωi([v
−1xI]+) =
∆ωi,siωi([v
−1xI]>0)
∆ωi,ωi([v
−1xI]0)
=
∆vωi,siωi(xI)
∆vωi,ωi(xI)
= ∆vωi,siωi(xI).
where we use the fact ∆vωi,ωi(x) = 1 for x ∈ L
v,v′ . Then we compute the minors of form ∆wωi,ωi :
∆wωi,ωi(h2u
Thw01 ) = h
w0ωi
1 h
wωi
2 ∆ωi,wωi([v
−1xI]+) = h
w0ωi
1 h
wωi
2
∆ωi,wωi([v
−1xI]>0)
∆ωi,ωi([v
−1xI]0)
= hw0ωi1 h
wωi
2
∆vωi,wωi(xI)
∆vωi,ωi(xI)
= hw0ωi1 h
wωi
2 ∆vωi,wωi(xI).
For w = w0, we have:
∆vKωi,w0ωi(xI) = ∆wKωi∗ ,ωi∗
(
((xI)
ι)T
)
.
Note that (xιi(t))
T = x−i(t)t
α∨i . Moreover, we have the commutation relation: for j ∈ I and p ∈ Gm,
pλ
∨
xj(t) = xj(tp
〈αj ,λ∨〉)pλ
∨
and pλ
∨
x−j(t) = x−j(tp
−〈αj ,λ∨〉)psjλ
∨
.
Thus one can rewrite
((xI(t1, . . . , tm))
ι)T = x−I(t
′
1, . . . , t
′
m) ·
∏
t
rlα
∨
il
l ,
where rl =
∏
k>l,jk>0
sjk in decreasing order. Since x−I(t
′
1, . . . , t
′
m) ∈ L
wK ,vK , so we get
∆vKωi,ωi(xI(t1, . . . , tm)) =
∏
t
〈ωi,rlα
∨
il
〉
l .
At then end, the last term ∆w0ωi,siωi can be computed using the minimal lift Fλi :
∆w0ωi,siωi(h2u
Thw01 ) = h
w0siωi
1 h
w0ωi
2 ∆w0ωi,siωi([v
−1xI]
T
+) = h
w0siωi
1 h
w0ωi
2
Fλi([v
−1xI]
T
>0)
∆λi,λi([v
−1xI]0)
= hw0siωi1 h
w0ωi
2
Fλi
(
(v−1xI)
T
)
∆vλi,λi(xI
= hw0siωi1 h
w0ωi
2 Fλi
(
(v−1xI)
T
)
,
where we use the fact
∆λi,λi(v
−1xI) = Πj 6=i∆
−aji
ωj ,ωj(v
−1xI) = 1
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since λi = ωi + siωi = −
∑
j 6=i ajiωj . Put all this together, we get
∆2(u, h1, h2) =
∑
∆ωi,siωi(u) +
∑ ∆w0siωi,ωi +∆w0ωi,siωi
∆w0ωi,ωi
(h2u
Thw01 )
=
∑
∆vωi,siωi(xI) +
∑
h
α∗i
2
∆vωi,w0siωi(xI)
∆vωi,w0ωi(xI)
+
∑
h
α∗i
1
Fλi
(
(v−1xI)
T
)
∆vωi,w0ωi(xI)
. (35)
Now by Proposition 10.3, the function (35) is Laurent polynomial in ti’s. The coefficient Nπ for each
function appeared in (35) is positive integral by [9, Theorem 5.8] and Lemma 3.9. Thus the tropicaliza-
tion of (35) gives a tropical cone in terms of (i, (k, σ))-trails.
Recall from definition of H ⋆ H ∼= M (2), we have the following projections:
hwU = hwH⋆H : M
(2) → H : (u, h1, h2) 7→ h1h2hw(w0uw0),
πH⋆H : M
(2) → H2 : (u, h1, h2) 7→ (h1, h2).
Note the highest weight map hw is determined by gennerlized minors in the following sense
(hw(g))w0ωi = ∆w0ωi,ωi(g), ∀g ∈ G
w0,e, i ∈ I. (36)
Therefor we have: write u = [v−1xI]T−,
(hwH⋆H(u, h1, h2))
w0ωi = (h1h2)
w0ωi∆vωi,w0ωi(xI).
Together with the tropical cone defined by (35), one find the conclusion. ♦
Appendices
Proof of Proposition 3.13. First of all, since Q[Am] is an UFD, thus the rational function ϕk is Laurent
monomial in some irreducible polynomials in m variables. Collect all these irreducible polynomials all
k ∈ [1,m], and denote them by F1, . . . , Fm′ .
Next, we will show that composition of ϕ with Fi is a character of Tm, i.e., a monomial in t1, . . . , tm. If
not, suppose that F1 does not satisfy this property, i.e., F (ϕ(t1, . . . , tm) is not a monomial in t1, . . . , tm.
Thus, there exists a point τ = (τ1, . . . , τm) ∈ Tm(C) such that F1(ϕ(τ)) = 0 but Fk(ϕ(τ)) 6= 0 for
k > 1. This is a contradiction because tℓ =
∏
k>1 F
ak
k for some ℓ with a1 6= 0 and this fails for t = τ .
Now we know, Fi ◦ ϕ is monomial in t1, . . . , tm. Note that m′ > m. If m′ > m, there exists Fl such
that Fl ◦ ϕ is an alternating product of Fi ◦ ϕ’s for i 6= l, which contradicts to the assumption that Fl is
irreducible. ♦
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